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ABSTRACT 

 Influential Factors on Historic Interpretation: 

 A Case Study of Tipton-Haynes State Historic Site 

by  

Matthew James Frye  

 

Influences on the interpretation of Tipton-Haynes State Historic Site have caused many 

alterations to the site and the presentation of its history. Scholars have described how public 

history sites have continually expanded their interpretations as growing desires and interests 

from external influences such as the general public, state agencies, and donors. However, Tipton-

Haynes has also faced many internal influences. While the creators of the site aided in the 

limitation and exclusion of the site’s vital history, over time the involvement and opinions of the 

board of trustee members, directors, and staff shaped an increasingly inclusive and expansive 

interpretation of the site. Therefore, the experience at Tipton-Haynes suggests that scholars 

should also consider the innerworkings of a historic site and the opinions of not just the 

community but also the opinions and choices of the people involved in the site and its creation. 

The inclusivity allows for a more expansive history while also creating new connections between 

the history of Tipton-Haynes and the general public. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

  

In 1971, members of the Tipton-Haynes Historical Association (hereafter the 

Association) were determined to put on a theatrical play. Committed to preserving the Tipton-

Haynes State Historic Site in order to provide educational experiences for the public, the 

Association envisioned a fundraiser for the site that would also raise awareness of the site’s first 

inhabitant. As a script written for the play in 1971 by Lincoln Memorial University Professor Dr. 

Earl Hobson Smith reveals, The Lost State of Franklin: A Frontier Chronicle was to portray the 

life and events of Colonel John Tipton throughout the Franklin movement and how a battle on 

his property impacted the outcome of the failed state. The fall of the movement occurred during 

the battle, which was fought on the Tipton-Haynes property and essentially ended the Franklin 

movement for statehood (1784-1788).1 The staging of the play remained an aspiration of the site 

for almost eighteen years, but was never brought to fruition because the Tennessee state historian 

refused to support the event. However, the lack of support failed to end the Association’s efforts 

to offer the public information and education on the historic events of the first owner of the 

historic home, Colonel John Tipton.2 When efforts to put on a theatrical play eventually failed, 

Association members turned to the development of a reenactment because reenactments did not 

fall under the same restrictions as plays and so allowed the Association to host their reenactment 

to honor the Tipton family. In 1983 a reenactment of “The Battle of the Lost State of Franklin” 

included what the Association had wished of the theatrical play, a battle scenario to honor the 

 
1 Earl Hobson Smith, The Lost State of Franklin, 1971, Tipton-Haynes Historical Association Records, 

Series VII – D, Box 5, Folder 2, Mary Hardin McCown Archives, Tipton-Haynes State Historic Site, Johnson City, 

TN. 
 
2 Ibid. 
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Tipton family and their actions that helped create Tennessee. The reenactment became part of the 

site's Farm Festival until the event was canceled in the early 2000s.3  

Events such as the Farm Festival and The Lost State of Franklin: A Frontier Chronicle 

reflected how the Association chose to interpret solely the Tipton family.4 The Association made 

no effort to include the Haynes family in these events or create a separate event to educate the 

public about the Haynes family. Not until 1987, sixteen years after opening to the public, did an 

event to honor the Haynes family get created. A Civil War reenactment was held at the site to tap 

the public's growing interest in the American Civil War and to meet the Association's growing 

desire to interpret more of the Haynes family history.5 

These two events planned and enacted by Tipton-Haynes resemble similar events at other 

historic sites that chose only to represent the best parts of their sites. In House on Diamond Hill a 

Cherokee Plantation Story, Tiya Miles discussed how events and tours at Chief Vann home 

elevated the Vann family to a high status by not interpreting the full history of the site. Site 

directors chose not to interpret the brutality of James Vann towards the family or slaves, 

eliminating much of their history through choice. Through their events, Tipton-Haynes also 

eliminated much of their history by solely interpreting one of the site’s owners and elevating the 

Tipton family to a higher status within the interpretation.  

 
3 “The Tipton-Haynes Historical Farm Festival,” Johnson City Press-Chronicle, August 6, 1983, Tipton-

Haynes Historical Association Records, Series VII-A, Box 1, Folder 22, Mary Hardin McCown Archives, Tipton-

Haynes State Historic Site, Johnson City, TN. 
 
4 Earl Hobson Smith, The Lost State of Franklin, 1971, Tipton-Haynes Historical Association Records, 

Series VII – D, Box 5, Folder 2, Mary Hardin McCown Archives, Tipton-Haynes State Historic Site, Johnson City, 

TN. 
 
5 “Civil War Breaks Out at Tipton-Haynes,” Herald and Tribune, May 6, 1987, Tipton-Haynes Historical 

Association Records, Series VII-A, Box 2, Folder 1, Mary Hardin McCown Archives, Tipton-Haynes State Historic 

Site, Johnson City, TN. 
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Interpretation is a choice made by tour guides, associations, trustees, staff, docents, and 

directors of historic sites who must anticipate their audiences’ desires and understand their 

interests to make a connection between a site's history and its visitors. The success of 

interpretation also depends on the visitor, of course, but without a commitment to an accurate 

presentation of the past and the use of successful, engaging interpretive strategies that allow 

visitors to make connections to a site’s relevance and vitality, the possibly of a precise 

interpretation will diminish. At the same time, as events at Tipton-Haynes reflect, choices made 

by stakeholders can cause large, unexplained gaps in the history presented to the public. Why did 

the leadership guiding Tipton-Haynes through its first several decades promote the story of one 

family over others, and what were the implications of their choice? What factors aided the 

Association in altering its interpretation to become more inclusive of all the site’s history and 

historical inhabitants? 

 The history of the Tipton-Haynes site reveals that a number of families inhabited the land 

that became the historic site, all of which have significant stories to be interpreted and not 

forgotten or overlooked. The Association’s choice to interpret solely one family at the creation of 

the historic site impacted the interpretation of the site for years to follow. Located in Johnson 

City, Tennessee, Tipton-Haynes has a long history, from prehistoric creatures that lived in the 

site’s limestone cave, such as dire wolves and Native Americans that moved through the region 

on hunting parties, to the modern day.  

Colonel John Tipton was born in Maryland in 1730 and moved with his family as a 

young man to the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia around 1750.6 This is when he married Mary 

Butler and began his distinguished political career. Colonel Tipton participated in Lord 

Dunmore’s War (1774), the Revolutionary War (1776-1783), the Fifth Virginia Convention, and 

 
6 Ervin Charles Tipton, We Tipton and Our Kin (San Rafael, California, Ervin Charles Tipton, 1975), 555. 
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the General Assembly (1776-1781).7 In 1776, his wife, Mary passed away during the birth of 

their ninth son, who survived, and one year later Tipton married Martha Denton Moore.8 In 1784 

Colonel John Tipton, along with many other white settlers, expanded their interests into the 

western region of North Carolina, while also establishing permanent residence on what would 

become the Tipton-Haynes property. 9 Also, in 1784 Tipton finished construction on his 25’x 30’ 

log cabin with a loft for a second story.10 The same year that Colonel Tipton finished his cabin, 

many inhabitants of the westernmost counties of North Carolina began to plea for a new state, 

called Franklin, and their own governing body.11 This dispute quickly erupted the region into 

sides, in which Colonel Tipton chose to remain loyal to North Carolina. Colonel Tipton quickly 

became a major opponent to Franklin, which caused tension between himself and the proclaimed 

governor of the proposed state, John Sevier. This tension led to a battle on the very grounds of 

Colonel Tipton’s home from February 27 to February 29, 1788.12 For many more years, Tipton 

continued to serve his constituents in many different capacities, but retired from public life in 

1799 and returned to his home where he raised horses and operated his farm.13 He died in August 

of 1813.14  

 
7 Ibid., 554. 

 
8 Ibid., 553 

. 
9 Ibid., 554. 

 
10 Ibid. 

 
11 Samuel Cole Williams, History of the Lost State of Franklin (Johnson City, TN, The Over Mountain 

Press, 1933), 5. 

 
12 Ibid., 198-208. 

 
13 Ervin Charles Tipton, We Tipton and Our Kin (San Rafael, California, Ervin Charles Tipton, 1975), 570. 

 
14 Ibid., 553. 
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After his father’s death, John Tipton, Jr., inherited the property. He was born in Virginia 

on April 21, 1767, and moved with his father to Tennessee in 1784.15 In 1791, Tipton Jr. returned 

to Virginia to marry Elizabeth Snapp, whose family owned substantial property in Blountville, 

Tennessee.16 Six years after their marriage, Tipton Jr., and Elizabeth moved to Blountville where 

he became one of the largest land owners of the town.17 His home still stands and is considered 

to be the second oldest structure in Blountville. Within the decade following his father’s death, 

Tipton, Jr. and his family moved into his father’s cabin and restructured it into a Federal-style 

farmhouse.  

As was his father before him, John Tipton, Jr. became heavily active in politics. From 

1803 to 1815 voters elected him to the Tennessee House of Representatives, during which he 

served as House speaker from 1807 to 1809.18  He then was elected as the Tennessee Senator for 

Sullivan County in 1817-1819.19 Tipton, Jr. missed several years of public life and returned to 

the General Assembly in 1831, but before he could formally take his seat, he passed away due to 

unknown causes in Nashville, TN on October 8, 1831.20  

 Six years after the passing of John Tipton, Jr. his heirs sold the home to David and 

Rhoda Haynes who gave the farm to their son, Landon Carter Haynes, as a wedding gift when he 

married Eleanor Powell. Born in Carter County, Tennessee, on December 2, 1816, Landon 

 
15 Last Will and Testament, John Tipton Jr., October 3, 1831, Tennessee Probate Court Books, 1795-1927, 

Washington County Wills, 1779-1858, Vol. 1 (n.p., Washington County, TN, 1831), 244. 

 
16 Evelyn Thompson, The Tipton Family (Tipton Family Association of America), 219. 

 
17 Ibid., 224. 

 
18 Robert H. White, Messages of the Governors of Tennessee 1796-1821 (Nashville, TN, Tennessee 

Historical Commission, 1952), 734-737. 

 
19 Ibid. 

 
20 Last Will and Testament, John Tipton Jr., October 3, 1831, Tennessee Probate Court Books, 1795-1927, 

Washington County Wills, 1779-1858, Vol. 1 (n.p., Washington County, TN, 1831), 244. 
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Carter Haynes graduated from Washington College in 1838 and was admitted to the Tennessee 

Bar Association in 1840.21 From 1841 to 1846 Haynes served as editor of the Tennessee Sentinel, 

a Jonesborough newspaper.22 He entered public life when elected to the Tennessee House in the 

26th General Assembly (1846-1848), then Tennessee Senate for the 27th Assembly (1848-1850) 

and elected as House Speaker in the 28th Assembly (1850-1852).23 This was the end of his public 

career until the American Civil War.  

In 1861 Tennessee followed the other southern states and seceded from the Union where 

Haynes was elected as one of two Tennessee Confederate senators.24 While he held this position 

throughout the Civil War from 1862-1865, the Haynes family moved to Knoxville, Tennessee, 

and then to Wytheville, Virginia, during the war to avoid advancing federal troops.25 Haynes, 

along with other Confederate officials, was captured in Statesville, North Carolina, in Spring of 

1865, but Haynes was not officially pardoned until June 6, 1866, by President Andrew 

Johnson.26  

In February, 1866, Haynes decided to move back to Tennessee, but fearful of retribution 

from Unionist sympathizers in East Tennessee and unable to return home because his home had 

 
21 James W. Bellamy, “The Political Career of Landon Carter Haynes,” (Master’s thesis, The University of 

Tennessee, 1952), 10-11.  
 
22 Gertrude B. Toncray, “Landon Carter Haynes: Silver-Tongued Orator of the South,” The United 

Daughters of the Confederacy Magazine (May 1987): 66-67. 
 
23 Robert M. McBride and Dan M. McBride, Biographical Directory of the Tennessee General Assembly: 

Volume 1 1796-1861 (Nashville, TN, Tennessee State Library and Archives, 1975), 348-349. 
 
24 McBride, 348-49; Bellamy, 64. 
 
25 The War of the Rebellion: A Compilation of the Official Records of the Union and the Confederate 

Armies, Tipton-Haynes Civil War Exhibit Collection, Box 3, Folder 26, Mary Hardin McCown Archives, Tipton-

Haynes State Historic Site, Johnson City, Tennessee. 
 
26 Governor William W. Holden to President Andrew Johnson, August 9, 1865, Tipton-Haynes Civil War 

Exhibit Collection, Box 2, Folder 18, Mary Hardin McCown Archives, Tipton-Haynes State Historic Site, Johnson 

City, TN. 
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been sold at auction to John Branner in July, 1864, for back taxes, Haynes moved his family to 

Memphis, Tennessee.27 After settling in the city, Landon Carter Haynes opened the law office 

Haynes, Heath, Lewis, and Lee Attorneys at Law.28 Then on February 17, 1875, Haynes died 

from a stroke at his home in Memphis.29  

John Branner, who had gained ownership of the Tipton-Haynes property at auction, sold 

the home in Johnson City back to the Haynes family, but then once again it was lost to pay 

taxes.30 The property was then acquired by John White in 1871 and rented to Sarah Simerly.31 

Simerly purchased the home from White on May 1, 1882, along with 251 acres surrounding the 

home.32 Sarah was the niece of Landon Carter Haynes and lived in the home until her death in 

1935. Her two sons, Samuel and Lawson Simerly, inherited the home and lived there until their 

passing in 1962.33 With their passing the home came under the control of the Tennessee 

Historical Commission. The site is partially funded today by the Tennessee State government, 

the Tennessee Historical Commission, and is operated on a daily basis by the Tipton-Haynes 

Historical Association, Inc. 

 
27 Robert Haynes from L.C. Haynes Jr., Haynes Family Collection, Series III, Box 6, Folder 17, Mary 

Hardin McCown Archives, Tipton-Haynes State Historic Site Johnson City, TN. 
 
28 Ibid. 
 
29 Landon Carter Haynes, Memphis Register of Deaths, Shelby County Register of Deeds, 244, 1875. 

https://register.shelby.tn.us/imgView.php?imgtype=pdf&id=164521875021758.  
 
30 Deed of Sale, John R. Branner to Robert Haynes, November 22, 1867, Tipton-Haynes Historical 

Association Records, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 6, Mary Hardin McCown Archives, Tipton-Haynes State Historic Site, 

Johnson City, TN. 
 
31 Deed of Sale, Chancery Court to John White, February 25, 1871, Tipton-Haynes Historical Association 

Records, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 20, Mary Hardin McCown Archives, Tipton-Haynes State Historic Site, Johnson 

City, TN. 
 
32 Deed of Sale, John White to Sarah Lavinia Gifford Simerly, May 1, 1882, Tipton-Haynes Historical 

Association Records, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 7, Mary Hardin McCown Archives, Tipton-Haynes State Historic Site, 

Johnson City, TN.  
 
33 Samuel Simerly, November 21, 1962, Lawson Simerly, November 16, 1962, Graves Marker, Tipton-

Haynes Cemetery, Johnson City, Washington County, Tennessee. 

https://register.shelby.tn.us/imgView.php?imgtype=pdf&id=164521875021758
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Several important works have contributed to improve the knowledge of the Tipton, 

Haynes, and Simerly families. Works such as We Tipton and Our Kin and Tipton The First Five 

American Generations are two works that elaborate on the history of Tipton-Haynes while also 

including detailed stories of the Tipton family’s experiences. We Tipton and Our Kin written by 

Ervin Charles Tipton is a genealogical work that traces hundreds of thousands of descendants of 

the Tipton family across the United States.34 It includes stories of the main family line as they 

moved from England to America and where they settled. Researching these stories, one can 

understand how the Tipton family was able to gain such prominence in the early years of the 

American government and the ability to acquire the mass amount of land holding within the 

family. Although many of the stories are true, some have been disproven as time progressed and 

further research was completed. Tipton The First Five American Generations, written by Charles 

D. Tipton, is also a genealogical work that traces the descendants of the Tipton family.35 

However, it stops at the fifth generation after the family crossed the sea to the new world. Just as 

in the previous work, this book used the family lore to explain the generations and their 

livelihoods. Many of the early interpretations of the Tipton family were based off of these works. 

Using these, the site was able to build their tours and events off of the historical facts that were 

presented and backed through the authors research. These interpretations have been altered from 

the Association’s original views as time progressed and research has presented new evidence, 

while also the interpretations from these works have changed due to public interest. These works 

were the basis of the site’s early interpretation, but also have been used to build the lineage of the 

 
34 Ervin Charles Tipton, We Tipton and Our Kin (San Rafael, California, Ervin Charles Tipton, 1975), 553. 
 
35 Charles D. Tipton, Tipton: The First Five American Generations (Self-Published, Garland TX, 1998), 

125-141. 
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families. The genealogical aspects of the work have aided Tipton-Haynes in learning of the 

expansion of the Tipton family across the nation.  

 In 1970, a year prior to the site's opening, two articles were released in the Tennessee 

Historical Quarterly called "A Landmark of East Tennessee" by Dennis T. Lawson and "The 

Later Years" by John J. Baratte.36 Lawson’s work was based from the first historic interpretation 

of the site that focused on the Tipton family and their involvement in the Lost State of Franklin, 

while also asserting that all the buildings on the site were built by Colonel John Tipton.37 The 

work traversed all years of the site, from the inhabitation of the limestone cave in prehistoric 

days to the period of the Haynes family residence, but began and ended the Haynes portion with 

his service in the Civil War and a brief section on his law career.38 The Later Years, written on 

the Association, referenced how the Association formed and began work on restoring the site. 

Baratte’s work gave insight into the early board and interpretation of the site, representing how 

they chose which eras of the site’s history to interpret. These works together gave the first 

written interpretation of the site and its buildings, but also gave perspective as to how drastically 

the interpretation of the site has changed overtime. These articles, mixed with other works on the 

tours and interpretation of the site, represent the drastic alterations to interpretation that Tipton-

Haynes has faced throughout its existence as a historic site.  

Messages of the Governor of Tennessee Volume 1 and 2, Washington County, Tennessee 

Deeds, Volume 1 and 2, and History of Washington County Tennessee 1988 gave insight into the 

 
36 Dennis T. Lawson, “A Landmark of East Tennessee,” Tennessee Historical Quarterly, 39 (Summer 

1970): 105-124; John J. Baratte, “The Later Years,” Tennessee Historical Quarterly, 39 (Summer 1970): 125-129. 
 
37 Dennis T. Lawson, “A Landmark of East Tennessee,” Tennessee Historical Quarterly, 39 (Summer 

1970): 107-115. 
 
38 Ibid., 117-120. 
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inhabitants of the region throughout the 1700s and the 1800s.39 Also, these works recorded 

political positions and land purchases, while including historical annotations of the region and 

the people settled within. Each of these works have their own value as they pertain to the Tipton 

family’s settlement of vast tracks of land, along with how they were quickly elected by the 

public for political offices. The Tennessee Deed volumes consist of records pertaining to the 

acquisition of land in the East Tennessee region. Though the works were not compiled until 1991 

and 1993 the records held within the Register of Deeds offices of the surrounding counties of the 

Tipton-Haynes site aided the early Association in the creation of the site tour and the 

interpretation of Colonel John Tipton and his status in the community. After the creation of the 

works, the site has been able to decipher more information of the Tipton family and their land 

holdings at the time, while also discovering new information about their public life, all aiding in 

the development of information and alterations of the site’s history.40  

 The Messages of the Governor of Tennessee Volume 1 and 2 gave insight into how the 

Tipton family used their political seats for the betterment of their constituencies, while also using 

the positions to push their political views.41 The site has used these records to learn what 

positions the family members held, their beliefs, and how they used them throughout their 

service, while also incorporating this information into the interpretation of the site. As research 

continues into historic documents, the history of the site is altered to reflect the historical 

evidence. Alterations of the site’s history in this manner can be seen throughout the site’s tours 

 
39 Robert H. White, Messages of the Governors of Tennessee 1796-1821 Volume 1 (Nashville, TN, 

Tennessee Historical Commission, 1952), 734-737; History of Washington County Tennessee 1988 (Johnson City, 

Watauga Association of Genealogists – Upper East Tennessee, 1988), 24. 
 
40  Loraine Rea, Washington County, Tennessee Deeds, 1775-1800 (Greenville, South Carolina, Southern 

Historical Press, Inc. 1991), 130, 139, 151. 
 
41 Robert H. White, Messages of the Governors of Tennessee, 1796-1821 Volume 1 (Nashville, TN, 

Tennessee Historical Commission, 1952), 734-737. 
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and events, but not as prevalent as other larger influences causing revision to the site’s 

interpretation.  

The work, History of Washington County Tennessee 1988, represents a large amount of 

Washington County, Tennessee’s history, including information on the Tipton-Haynes site.42 

The work used the site's early interpretation to explain the site and its vital history within the 

historical events of the county. This information was useful for understanding the site’s earlier 

forms of interpretation. Although the information within this book is small, it is significant in 

understanding how many of the stories of the site and its history were being told in the past as 

well as in the present. This work also is a representation of how the Haynes family was not 

reviewed by the Tipton-Haynes Site or the County as Landon Carter Haynes is only mentioned 

in the Civil War section as a confederate senator, and his ownership of the home.43 He received 

only a few sentences mentioning his law office and changes to the site. However, the Tipton 

family is well represented throughout the work.  

The History of the Lost State of Franklin, written by Samuel Cole Williams, is another 

excellent source of material and early interpretation of the site’s history through the expansion 

and downfall of the Franklin movement.44 This work encompasses the site’s history through the 

buildup, existence, and the end of the Franklin movement. By representing this history, Williams 

represents the Tipton family as a large reason for the movement collapsing, and discusses the end 

of the movement with the battle on Tipton’s property.45 The work is an extensive compilation of 

 
42 History of Washington County Tennessee 1988 (Johnson City, Watauga Association of Genealogists – 

Upper East Tennessee, 1988), 158. 
 
43 Ibid, 32-33. 
 
44 Samuel Cole Williams, History of the Lost State of Franklin (Johnson City, TN, The Over Mountain 

Press, 1933), 198-209. 
 
45 Ibid., 198-209. 
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research on the movement and the people involved within, allowing for a detailed understanding 

of the site’s early history. Much of the site’s interpretation of the State of Franklin was taken 

from this work and added to the site’s historical influence and is still included in the site’s 

interpretation today as William’s book is still a leading works on the subject. As the site’s history 

was solely interpreted on the Tipton family, this work was crucial to the site’s interpretation as it 

aided in the advancement of the Tipton families’ history. 

While the Tipton family has had a significant amount of secondary works written on the 

history of their family, the same cannot be said for the Haynes family or the Simerly family. A 

few works that aided the research into the Haynes family had been written before the creation of 

the Association but were not included into the research or interpretation of the site for decades. 

One of which is, “The Political Career of Landon Carter Haynes,” a master’s thesis by James 

Bellamy.46  

Written in 1952, The Political Career of Landon Carter Haynes, is a master’s thesis for 

the University of Tennessee. This thesis is the first major work that can be found on Landon 

Carter Haynes and consists of many new avenues of interest into his life and achievements. 

Bellamy records much of Haynes’ life from his birth through his death in Memphis, Tennessee, 

but also explains the many career paths that Haynes chose to pursue in his lifetime.47 With the 

work having been completed years before the site was opened to the public, shows that there 

were works for the Association to use in research for information on the Haynes family. Was it 

by choice that they only interpreted the Tipton family?  The Association for many years was 

comprised of only Tipton descendants who possibly wished to interpret just their family and did 

 
46 James W. Bellamy, “The Political Career of Landon Carter Haynes,” (Master’s thesis, The University of 

Tennessee, 1952), I-II. 
 
47 Ibid., 10, 13, 18, 27, 30, 34, 44, 64.  
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not desire to research into a family who’s only connection was through the home. It was not until 

the 1990s that this information began to alter the interpretation of the site to represent a full 

history of the site’s pastime.  

For the Descendants of Judge Hal H. Haynes, by Shirley Haynes Staley, is a lineage 

constructed around Judge Haynes that records back to George Haynes (1757-1836).48 This work, 

completed around the opening of Tipton-Haynes, could have been used to understand and 

interpret the history of the Haynes family in the beginnings of the Association. It is unclear when 

the Association received this book due to no record of it being received by the site.  However, 

the work does traverse the site’s historical figures and their lives, while also instilling evidence 

of the Haynes family at the Tipton-Haynes home. This work, much like the previous work, could 

have greatly increased the Association's knowledge of the Haynes family, but possibly 

Association members decided to ignore it.  

 Although emerging research over decades should have led the Association to adopt 

additions to the site’s interpretation, members instead chose to emphasize the Tipton family, 

interpreting the family in a favorable light and disregarding contradictory information.49  Even 

the lack of works produced on the Haynes family reflects the attention that had been given to the 

Tipton family. Several recent scholarly works offer approaches for thinking about how 

interpretation at historic house museums is formed and evolves, explaining in part the 

significance of absences and the forces that create them.   

The Anarchist Guide to Historic House Museums, written by Franklin D. Vagnone and 

Deborah E. Ryan, suggests what is needed for historic house museums to remain relevant in this 

 
48 Shirley Haynes Staley, For the Descendants of Judge Hal H. Haynes (Self-Published, 1970), 9-15. 
 
49 Letter from Field Representative of the THC Dennis T. Lawson to Mary Hardin McCown, September 27, 

1965, Mary Hardin McCown Collection, Box 7 Folder 13, Mary Hardin McCown Archives, Tipton-Haynes State 

Historic Site Johnson City TN. 
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ever-changing world.50 Through this work the authors explain steps that house museums can take 

to alter their histories and remain relevant with the public, all while keeping the history factual 

but interpreting it differently.51 They also explain different measures a house museum can 

undertake to raise financial assistance to remain open for the foreseeable future. Through these 

goals, the authors hope to help save as many museums across the nation as they can. Throughout 

the work, the authors suggest alternative or nontraditional ways of interaction with and engaging 

visitors on tours, allowing them to touch and use items in order to help incorporate visitors into 

the time period interpreted.52 This work aids the understanding that without change to a historic 

site the future could be unknown. Using this work for the betterment of Tipton-Haynes can show 

how the site had enacted many similar aspirations before the book was released.  

The House on Diamond Hill: A Cherokee Plantation Story, gives great detail into the 

history of the Chief Vann Home State Historic Site and its site’s historical interpretation.53 The 

Vann family home has been preserved by the Georgia Historical Commission for over fifty 

years.54 However, the author Tiya Miles, felt that some of the site’s history had been neglected or 

forgotten. She undertook the research to discover what was not being interpreted by the historic 

site and made it visible to the visitors of the site. Through this research she became an external 

influence on the historic site and helped to alter the histories interpreted. In the conclusion of her 

work she explains how the site was opening a slave exhibit and explaining the faults of a once 
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immaculate family.55 Throughout her work, Miles also represented how visitors did not know the 

history and the site chose only to speak of the good parts of their history. Through her work she 

explained how it was imperative to mention all history, good and bad alike. This became relevant 

to Tipton-Haynes as the Association chose to mask much of the site’s dreadful history and 

helped discover why historic sites, like Tipton-Haynes, chose to hide their harsher history.  

 Sacred Grounds: Americans and Their Battle Fields and Slavery and Public History 

describe historic sites across America and how each have faced hardships to remain relevant 

while providing accurate interpretations for their visitors.56 Both works represent how internal 

influences, such as staff changes and placement of monuments, and external influence, such as 

historians and community members’ beliefs about sites, altered a sites interpretation or a site 

name to appease the public. In Sacred Grounds: Americans and Their Battle Fields, Edward 

Linenthal traverses five critical moments in American history and how these events altered the 

path of the nation, but also discussed how the people of today interpret and preserve these sites’ 

histories.57 Using Lexington and Concord, the Alamo, and other sites as example, Linenthal 

explains and interprets each site’s history to discover the relevance to current visitors and how 

the interpretation is received. By doing this he obtained a perspective on how visitors visualize 

the site and how their opinions of the site can alter the site’s interpretation in their minds. He also 

used these influences to show how a collection of people with the same vision can alter a site’s 

interpretation and even a site’s name if preferred by the public. This work represented how 

external influences on historic sites can cause minor and drastic changes, causing a site to alter 
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its historical value forever. Using this work, one can grasp the challenges historic sites are faced 

with in the choice to alter their histories or challenge a community’s beliefs.  

Slavery and Public History, edited by James O. Horton and Lois E. Horton, is another 

work that challenges historic sites by examining how common external influences have shaped 

treatments of race and slavery.58 Historic sites throughout the South have faced choices about 

how to integrate or mask African-American histories.59 Like many of the sites considered in 

Slavery and Public History, Tipton-Haynes was challenged to decide how to include African-

American history, connecting the site’s interpretation to revised understandings of the nation’s 

history. The work represented how one movement can affect hundreds of locations. 

 Linenthal and the Horton’s works aid in the battle for historic sites across the nation to 

remain relevant and also help to explain how historic sites are challenged every year by common 

beliefs. These authors help to show how easily history can be rewritten or suppressed to appease 

one group of people. Influence on interpretation can harm a site just as easily as it can improve a 

site, and through these works both outcomes can be seen. These works are of great influence to 

future research into the social climate of history and just how often historical events and 

locations are forced to defend themselves and strive to educate the common folk on what 

actually happened, while also trying to remain relevant in everyday life.  

 Works such as The New History in an Old Museum and Domesticating History: The 

Political Origins of America’s House Museums examine specific sites across the nation, 

discussing their beginnings, struggles, and how they are represented today. In The New History 

in an Old Museum, the authors Richard Handler and Eric Gable research one of the United 
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States' most recognizable first-person interpreted sites, Colonial Williamsburg. This work is 

dedicated to understanding the alterations in interpretation and historical expansion of 

Williamsburg, one of the nation’s most significant historical attractions.60 The authors traverse 

Williamsburg’s past to help explain how external influence on the site helped alter the site’s 

history to keep patrons visiting the site. World War II, for example, led to creation of an 

interpretation that emphasized patriotism and persisted into the Cold War decades.61 The authors 

also show how internal influence through board member preferences and interests changed the 

site and how the history of the site was represented to the public.62 By covering many of the 

site’s changes in a single work, Handler and Gable reveal how even the largest historic sites must 

continually alter their interpretation to remain relevant.  

As Williamsburg faced alterations by its governing board, other historic sites were forced 

to change as well when new boards took over.  Domesticating History, written by Patricia West, 

traverses some of the nation’s most recognizable homes and their origins as house museums.63 

She used these homes to show how each site’s main protectors were women’s groups that sought 

to preserve America’s past even during the approach of the American Civil War.64 The author 

explains how each group sought to protect each site but needed financial assistance from their 

husbands’ political connections to do so. This began the change as men began to move into 

positions of power and pushed the women who had fought so hard for these sites into secretarial 
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jobs.65 Changes in leadership can alter a site’s interpretation and outreach, and just as in West’s 

case studies, Tipton-Haynes experienced leadership changes of this kind that impacted both 

funding and visitation. Leadership, whether male or female, must maintain what works for sites 

and only alter what is necessary to remain relevant to the public. West noted how many historic 

sites were started by women for their community. Also, her research showed how interpretation 

was shaped by women and then changed by the influence of men as they entered the 

management for each location.  

 Similar to these last two works is History’s Memory: Writing America’s Past 1880-1980, 

by Ellen Fitzpatrick. Fitzpatrick discussed how many generations of historians interpret history 

in general, not historic sites, events, or locations.66 She categorized these historians into 

historical fields of old, new, radical, and progressive and used these groups of historians to 

explain the advancement and alterations to history through memory.67 Using these categories, 

she explained how each new generation of scholars interprets history through their own 

understanding branching from their mentors and other influences, such as their own personal 

beliefs. This created an evolution of history that represents how many years of interpretation can 

drastically change the relevance and even the meaning of the event. Through this work an 

understanding of historical interpretative alteration can be grasped as time progressed at Tipton-

Haynes with Associations and staff changes causing new influences on the site’s history, causing 

the interpretation to change overtime. This can be seen as new directors take over Tipton-Haynes 
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and began representing new portions of the sites history and alter the site’s tours for this new 

interpretation.  

 In Mystic Chords of Memory, Michael Kamen discussed the use of tradition, myth, and 

memory in the exploration of historical understanding.68 Kamen used many examples from 

authors, artists, collectors, historians, and many other custodians of history to help explain how 

American culture interprets history regionally and nationally.69 Like Fitzpatrick, Kamen asserts 

that each new generation of historians interprets history in their own way, differing from their 

mentors, but can also be influenced by their location within the nation. Kamen used location of 

regional and national history to explain how history is presented and interpreted through the 

addition of myth, tradition, and memory giving insight into how people incorporate these into 

their understandings of history.70  

Inclusion of memory, tradition and myth can also be seen through other works such as 

Slavery and Public History and sites like Tipton-Haynes as individuals defend regional histories 

against national interpretations. Struggles of this nature are well represented in Tipton-Haynes’ 

past, because individuals overseeing interpretation at the site chose to accept and ignore portions 

of the site’s history. Works like those of Fitzpatrick and Kamen explains, in part, how and why 

the Association of Tipton-Haynes chose to disregard the past. 

Additions of myth, tradition, and memory into historical studies can cause controversy 

over what was remembered versus what had been forgotten or left untold. Edited by Joan 

Tumblety, Memory and History: Understanding Memory as Source and Subject, examines the 
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struggle that memory has faced to become a creditable subject of historical study in the 

overarching historical field.71 She used memory to help explain how individual and group 

memory recall events from the past whether those remembering were alive or if the story had 

been passed down by generations before. Doing this she represented how memory and tradition 

were remembered through decisions made in direct response to the event in question. She used 

collective and individual memories of the same event to gauge what happened in order to show 

individual and collective memory, if properly used, be used to produce reliable and accurate 

portrayals of specific events. Her work exposed how individual perspectives and recollections of 

both historic site staff and site shape perceptions of tours, events, and interpretation. The original 

board of the Tipton-Haynes Association chose to interpret Tipton history for the site as it had 

been passed down to some board members from their families. It does not answer why they 

chose to ignore the site’s other historic owners but does provide an avenue for understanding the 

site’s beginnings. 

As people visit historic sites and learn their histories, interpretation can change. As each 

person comes into contact with history their understanding and recollection of the site’s events 

will not be remembered as they were told. Alterations of interpretation such as this are 

commonplace, but as many of these previous works have stated, larger more influential alteration 

can cause interpretation to be changed drastically forever. It is through these alterations that one 

can grasp how historic sites have had to navigate their commitment to accuracy while remaining 

an inviting destination for visitors. Without necessary alterations a historic site could become 

obsolete and be forced to close. Many of these sources explain how alterations to a site’s 

interpretation also allows for a historical interpretation to grow and expand. Further research and 
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exploration can always change the perception of historical events but can also change a site’s 

history for the better. In the last several decades, for instance, stakeholders at Tipton-Haynes 

have done much to expand the inclusiveness of the site and its interpretation. The greater 

inclusion of information about the Haynes family and Simerly family made possible the 

expansion of information on slaves, women, children, the environment, and daily life. 

The work to create and maintain the Tipton-Haynes State Historic Site has left a 

significant record that reveals much about the changing interpretation of the site and evolving 

appreciation of its historical significance. Tipton-Haynes, as many other historic sites across the 

nation, have faced alterations through internal and external influences on their interpretations to 

expand and include more of each site’s history, whether good or bad, such as the inclusion of 

slavery. Internal influences on Tipton-Haynes are stimuli that demand a choice be made by staff, 

docents, or Association members to the site and/or the interpretation. Many internal influences 

upon the Tipton-Haynes historic site have allowed for alterations to its interpretation and created 

a greater inclusiveness to its tour by expanding its connectivity to its visitors. External influences 

on Tipton-Haynes are stimuli that cause alterations in physical or historical processes by entities 

disassociated with the historic site. An outside source to Tipton-Haynes is the community that 

surrounds the site and the visitors to the site, both of which play a great role in the expansion and 

alterations to the interpretation. Interest in the site allows it to remain important to the 

community and expand the community’s education of the site’s, regions, and State’s history. 

This connectiveness of external influences on Tipton-Haynes remain vital to the relevance of the 

site and its connections to the descendants of the site’s families, its visitors, and the history itself.   

A few brief examples of internal influences for Tipton-Haynes consist of alterations from 

the Association, staff, and continued research, while external influences consist of community 
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involvement, donations to the site, insuring vitality of the site, and connectivity of the site. 

Several authors have discussed many of these influences on historic sites across the nation 

including Patricia West in her work Domesticating History: The Political Origins of America’s 

House Museums. West discussed the nature of internal influences through the creation of house 

museums. Influences, such as the many women’s groups that organized and orchestrated the 

creation of several sites, also established each site’s interpretation.72 This can also be seen 

through the events of Tipton-Haynes, as a group of women and Tipton descendants came 

together to create the Tipton-Haynes Historical Association Inc. to operate the site. These 

descendants established the interpretation of the site but made a choice of solely interpreting one 

family of the historic home. These influences are just a few examples of the many that altered the 

Tipton-Haynes site and its interpretation, over time allowing for greater inclusivity of the site’s 

history and a greater understanding of all the site’s historic owners. However, other forms of 

influence, such as the surrounding community of historic sites, play other roles in the creation 

and adaptation to historical interpretations.  

An example of an internal and an external influence can be seen through choices made in 

maintaining the vitality of a site and its connection to its visitors. If visitors do not enjoy their 

experience at a site, then they can choose to leave without returning or leave criticisms of the 

site. This becomes an internal issue for association members, directors, and staff because they 

must discover what the disconnect is or was between the visitor and the site. As Vagnone and 

Ryan in Anarchist Guide to Historic House Museums, the connection made between a site and its 

visitors is crucial to maintaining a site’s vitality, its relation to the community, and its ability to 
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link site interpretation to visitor interests. and its historical interpretation.73 Internal decisions 

must be made to create, continue, and expand these connections to ensure a site remains open. 

Tipton-Haynes, long before the work by Vagnone and Ryan was published, enacted many of 

their suggestions, such as touch rooms, and access to prohibited areas, and a site tour to provide a 

more connective and inclusive feel. A mix of internal and external influences led to a more 

enjoyable tour for visitors that involved physical interactions with material culture, the built 

environment, and landscape and made for a more personal connection to the site’s history.  

Tipton-Haynes has had to face many of the challenges described by scholars and will 

continue to be challenged as long as the site remains open. Understanding how and why the 

site’s presentation of the past changed over times explains how the site has progressed from its 

original to its current interpretation and what forces provoked the change. As researchers 

explored the history of the families who owned the Tipton-Haynes property, their work exposed 

evidence that resulted in a more accurate and comprehensive interpretation while also allowing 

the site to connect to its visitors in a more influential way. Influence, whether internal factors or 

external factors, continually alters a historic site’s interpretation, increasing its vitality and 

connectivity to a site’s visitors. This aids sites in their goals of educating the public about each 

location’s history, while also educating visitors about the historical value of the site to the 

community and region. Tipton-Haynes, through many of the struggles illustrated within these 

works and the site’s history, embraced many of these influences and altered the site’s 

interpretation from its original one-sided view. Tipton-Haynes continues this struggle as they 

strive to educate the public no longer solely on the Tipton family, but on all of the site’s 

historical intricacies. This can be seen as Tipton-Haynes advanced the site histories through the 
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creation of new tours and events interpreting more of the historical events while including both 

the Haynes and Simerly family into the interpretation with the Tipton family.  

Many internal and external factors played a role in the expansion of the Tipton-Haynes 

interpretation to its current rendition. Throughout the site’s existence many of these influences 

have tried to change the site physically and historically. Internal and external forces on Tipton-

Haynes have given a greater interpretation, which incorporates a more complete account of the 

site’s history allowing for a greater inclusivity of diversity, historical actors and relevance of the 

site and its interpretation. Most of these influences helped to advance the site’s interests and 

interpretation to become more inclusive and factual as new information was discovered or as 

community members made recommendations, but some internal and external influences have 

also attempted to turn the site to its previous stages of interpretation. Not all alterations to a site 

are in the best interest and can cause a disconnect between the site, its visitors, its staff, and its 

Association. These connections remain vital in the existence of a historic site, such as Tipton-

Haynes, as without even one of these connections it will become difficult or impossible for a site 

to remain open and educate the public on the importance of its history to the community, region, 

state, or nation.  

By interpreting only a part of their site's history through the first decades of Tipton-

Haynes' existence as a preserved historic site, the members of the Tipton-Haynes Historical 

Association, site directors, and staff limited the interpretation of the site to a narrow focus. While 

the current history of the site reflects the breadth and complexity of the site's past, not until the 

late 1980s and early 1990s did interpretation at the site embrace inclusivity and open 

opportunities for reaching previously ignored community groups. Internal forces such as the 

board of trustees and staff altered the site’s interpretation through their opinions and influence on 
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the site while external forces such as the general public and other state agencies altered the path 

of the site’s interpretation through desire and interest. Through alterations to the site’s history, 

Tipton-Haynes’ interpretation has become more inclusive, expanding coverage of all of the site’s 

inhabitants and their life experiences.    

Over decades, interpretation at Tipton-Haynes changed drastically from the interpretation 

presented at the site’s inception. Many of the original Association members were descendants of 

the Tipton family and felt that their heritage needed to be preserved over all others. What was 

missing was recognition that Tipton-Haynes has an expansive history over many different 

lifetimes not limited to the Tipton family. The Association chose to ignore much of the site’s 

history to preserve what they felt necessary. Having such influence over the site allowed this 

choice to be made and limited the inclusiveness and educational vitality of the site for the public. 

Accepting the extensive nature of the site’s history aided the site in its alterations to the 

interpretation allowing for a more inclusive and enjoyable tour covering not just the Tipton 

family but the Haynes and Simerly families as well. Changes to the interpretation resulting from 

additions and influence provided by new Association members, the inclusion of slave and family 

history, and the life of Landon Carter Haynes elevated the site’s interpretation to a more accurate 

portrayal of the site’s history. The continued fight between remaining as accurate as possible and 

retaining the connectivity between the site and its guest, challenges the site and its interpretation 

to expand and continually adjust to the ever-changing public desire. 
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CHAPTER 2. TIPTON-HAYNES’ INTERPRETIVE HISTORY 

 

In her book, The House on Diamond Hill, Tiya Mills asks a question about Georgia’s 

Vann House that might equally well apply to Tipton-Haynes or any house museum. "What is it 

we are connecting with," she asks, when we step into a historic house or onto a historic 

landscape?74 In the first decades of the Tipton-Haynes State Historic Site's existence, board 

members, site directors, and staff seemingly valued only a portion of the site's complex story. 

However, by the time the state of Tennessee assumed ownership of Tipton-Haynes in 1944, 

members of the Tipton, Haynes, and Simerly families had lived on the property for over a 

century. Their actions and experiences wove the property into the history of the region and the 

nation. Perhaps before exploring how and why internal and external forces narrowed the 

interpretation of the site, a review of the site's history is in order.   

Colonel John Tipton, statesman of Virginia, North Carolina and Tennessee, had an active 

and prominent life in all three states’ military and political affairs. Much of his early life is 

unknown except that he was born on August 15, 1730, to Johnathon Tipton II and Elizabeth 

Edwards and his baptism was registered at St. Paul’s Parish in Baltimore, Maryland. He did not 

resurface until his father, Johnathon Tipton II, moved from Baltimore to Fredrick County, 

Virginia, just outside of Winchester, when John Tipton was only seventeen. Within a few years 

of the move, John Tipton likely began courting Mary Butler. The couple married in 1751, when 

Colonel Tipton was twenty-one years old and Mary was nineteen. John Tipton and Mary began 

living 5.5 miles outside of Woodstock, thirty-five miles away from his father in Winchester, to 

move closer to his wife’s family on Cedar Creek also near Woodstock, Virginia.  
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John Tipton and his wife Mary had nine sons together. These were Samuel (1752), 

Benjamin (1755), Abraham (1756), William (1761), Isaac (1763), Jacob (1765), John Jr. (1767), 

Thomas (1771), and Johnathon (1776), all of whom were born in the Shenandoah Valley on 

Cedar Creek. Mary Tipton died giving birth to their ninth son Johnathon on June 8, 1776 and is 

believed to be buried on John Tipton’s farm in Cedar Creek, Virginia. Ervin Tipton speaks of 

Mary’s burial in Cedar Creek in We Tiptons and Our Kin, but Tipton family lore states that Mary 

was reinterred in Washington County, Tennessee, to lie alongside her husband after his passing, 

but no records have been found to substantiate the claim.75 Just over a year after Mary's death, on 

June 22, 1777,  John Tipton married Martha Denton Moore. She bore Colonel Tipton one son, 

Abraham, in 1780. Interestingly, Martha had a daughter named Phoebe (1761) from a previous 

marriage, who married her stepbrother William (1761), fourth son of Colonel Tipton.76  

While married to Mary, John Tipton became active in the local militia and in local 

politics. When Dunmore County was created in 1772, Tipton was elected as the Justice of the 

Courts, and was believed to have been the county court clerk.77 Also, in 1774 he was elected to 

the Virginia House of Burgesses for Dunmore County.78 That same year Governor Dunmore, the 

last Royal Governor of Virginia, petitioned the House of Burgesses to declare war on the native 

tribes of the Ohio Valley for their actions against the crown colonists.79 Tipton volunteered for 
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the militia and held the rank of Captain. 80 Also, he possibly helped lead the militia through the 

Battle of Point Pleasant on October 10, 1774. This was one of only a few skirmishes in what 

would become known as Lord Dunmore’s War, during which the natives were forced to retreat 

and sign a treaty giving up their rights to the hunting land South of the River Ohio, creating a 

new boundary between the colonist and the natives.  

At this same time, Captain Tipton was elected to the Safety and Correspondence 

Committee of Dunmore County, which met in Woodstock Virginia, and penned the Woodstock 

Resolution on June 16, 1774.81 This resolution was one of many that called for equality and 

rights for British colonists, and built on the ideas and framework of previous resolutions. His 

notoriety continued as he was also elected as a delegate to the First Virginia Assembly for 

Dunmore County, to be held in Williamsburg, Virginia.82 Captain Tipton served in the First 

Assembly and continued from 1774 until 1781 alongside Thomas Jefferson, Patrick Henry, and 

James Madison.83 Its members also drafted the Virginia Bill of Rights in 1776, which James 

Madison used as a model for the first ten amendments to the American Constitution, or the Bill 

of Rights.  

 At the beginning of the American Revolution and being along in years, Captain Tipton 

became the recruiting officer for Shenandoah and held this position and the rank of Captain until 
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the end of the war in 1783.84 According to documents and archival material about Captain John 

Tipton, not much seems to be known about the nature of his involvement in the war except for 

his rank of Captain and position as recruiting officer. In 1781 Tipton was elected as High 

Sherriff of Shenandoah County which he held until 1783.85  

It is believed that in 1783 Captain Tipton decided to follow his two brothers to the 

Watauga settlement region of North Carolina and gave up his position as High Sheriff of 

Shenandoah County Virginia that same year, although no records have been found that prove he 

bought lands or lived in the area of the Watauga Settlement until the following year. 86 Captain 

Tipton moved with his second wife Martha and at least three or four of his sons under the age of 

18.87 He began to buy large tracts of land in what would become Carter County from the 

Haughton brothers, purchasing 640 acres from Joshua Haughton on March 20, 1784, and 522 

acres from Thomas Haughton on March 27, 1784.88 Just a few months Captain Tipton purchased 

land several miles away, around the base of Buffalo Mountain near present day Tipton-Haynes 

State Historic Site from Samuel Henry Sr. It is unclear what made him change locations of the 

purchase. The first purchase from Samuel Henry Sr, of one hundred acres was paid for in North 
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Carolina currency of fifty pounds on May 15, 1784.89 After this purchase he once again bought 

another 522 acres from the Haughton family in two purchases in current day Carter County.90  

 Colonel Tipton returned to Buffalo Mountain and bought another one hundred acres 

adjoining his lands there from Baptist McNabb.91 The adjacent lands bought from Samuel Henry 

Sr. was listed as “Tipton’s Manor” on a subsequent deed. On November 10, 1784, he was 

granted 150 acres by the State of North Carolina that also joined his manor.92  

 In a letter to Lyman C. Draper, Johnathon Tipton, Colonel Tipton’s son, indicated that the 

Tiptons moved to the region in October 1784.93 The Tipton property was located just off the base 

of Buffalo Mountain on one of the main thoroughfares through Eastern Appalachia, and was 

along a direct route to Jonesborough, the oldest town in the region.94 The home that Colonel 

Tipton built was a simple log cabin which was 25’ X 30’.95 This cabin only had “two or three 

window holes, round” upstairs for a draft during the summer and the upstairs was only a loft 

story of around 5’7” high.96 The height of the upstairs might have been a struggle for Colonel 

Tipton as a description of him written in We Tipton and our Kin by Ervin Tipton states that 
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“Colonel John Tipton, was a big man, six feet tall….”97 Also, a drawing done of the property by 

Lyman C. Draper from an interview with General Thomas Love, who was at the Tipton Sevier 

Battle (as it was called in the Draper interview) shows, along with his home, a barn and an 

outbuilding on the property.98  

 The federal government passed the Ordinance of 1784 in April.99 The ordinance called 

for the states with western lands to relinquish them to the Federal government to be sold for 

reparations for Revolutionary War debts.100 North Carolina gave the federal government one 

year to accept the cession of their lands, but just six months later in November, they reclaimed 

the lands because no other state ceded theirs.101 Though North Carolina held governing rights 

over the land through these six months, the residents of the western counties felt their voices 

were not being heard and believed they were going to be discarded whether the Federal 

Government accepted the cession bill or not.102 This fear grew from the belief that lawlessness 

and Indian raids would become common, so the western counties decided to act.103  
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 On August 23 and 24, 1784, Washington, Greene, and Sullivan Counties elected 

delegates to meet in the town of Jonesborough to discuss the future of their region.104 This 

delegation was tasked to discover if there was a large enough desire for separation from the 

mother state. A motion of full independence and separation from North Carolina was passed 

unanimously.105 In March, 1785, John Sevier was elected governor of the proposed state.106 

Captain Tipton was also skeptical and had a chance to voice his concerns when he and his 

brother Joseph were elected as Washington County representatives to the December 14 

assembly.107 This assembly would become the First Constitutional Convention of the state as a 

meeting was held to vote on the state’s ruling constitution. The Franklin Constitution, which was 

to be reviewed after six months, passed temporarily even with Captain Tipton and his brother 

voting against it.  

 After the Constitutional Convention, Captain Tipton emerged as a major community 

leader against the formation of the State of Franklin. Governor Martin of North Carolina issued 

“A Manifesto” on April 25, stating that this notion of a new state was started on lies and would 

bring ruin not only to themselves but the nation as a whole. Tipton received this manifesto and 

began distributing it to the region’s settlers.108 This sparked resentment between Captain Tipton 

and Governor John Sevier as Tipton was adamantly rebelling against the new state in which he 

lived. John Sevier issued a proclamation condemning the manifesto and stating that its purpose 
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was only to spark “sedition and stir up insurrection among the good citizens of this state.”109 The 

Second General Assembly of Franklin took place in August 1785, but Captain Tipton was 

believed not to have been in attendance. He was reelected as the Washington County 

representative for the Second Constitutional Convention through November and December of 

that same year.110 This convention was to ratify formally a constitution, which Captain Tipton 

voted against.111 Not much is known about Tipton and his actions between the General Assembly 

and the Second Constitutional Convention, though throughout this time he was acquiring 

notoriety among the community settlers and the North Carolina government.  

 As proceedings for the State of Franklin continued Captain Tipton was working on a 

different front. His notoriety in the county and the region was drastically growing, which led to 

the 1786 elections. Tipton was elected as the North Carolina Senator for Washington County, 

and was uncontested by any North Carolina loyalist.112 Franklinites ran for this election but were 

unable to defeat the up and coming leader. Captain Tipton attended the North Carolina General 

Assembly in November of the same year, which was held in Fayetteville. During this assembly 

Evan Shelby was awarded the rank of Brigadier General over the western region, a position 

offered to John Sevier the previous year, which he turned down, and Captain Tipton was 

formally awarded the rank of Colonel over the militia of Washington County.113   
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 As North Carolina rejected the election in 1787 and Colonel Tipton was faced with 

decisions about his political stance against Franklin, he continued to oppose the formation of the 

new state and by doing so, he received a letter from the new North Carolina Governor Samuel 

Johnston ordering the seizure of property from the rebelling Franklinites to pay back tax debts to 

North Carolina.114 This could have been in the form of currency or by selling household items 

and then sending the money to Raleigh to pay off the debts owed. Colonel Tipton formed a group 

of his loyal Tiptonites, who were led to the Sevier farm by High Sheriff Johnathon Pugh.115 

Though Governor Sevier was not home, this small force collected personal property and slaves 

from the farm and brought them back to the Tipton Cabin.116 Colonel Tipton then wrote a letter 

back to Samuel Johnston stating the he had collected items from John Sevier and stored them in 

his basement kitchen for safe keeping.117 Sevier was with the Franklin militia trying to expand 

the states boarders west, but upon hearing what Colonel Tipton had done, he turned the militia 

around and marched towards his opponent’s home.118 This sparked what would become known 

as The Battle for the Lost State of Franklin.  

 Upon arrival at Colonel Tipton’s cabin on February 27, 1788, Sevier ordered his men, 

around 250 of them, to surround the home and not to let anyone pass.119 A letter from Johnathon 
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Tipton to Lyman Draper helps explain the battle by saying that John Sevier camped around a 

quarter of a mile away and needed to shut off any access to the cabin to keep reinforcements 

from aiding Colonel Tipton.120 Colonel Tipton, who was expecting the assault, “had not over 

forty-five men,” including Sheriff Johnathon Pugh of Jonesborough, in his cabin ready to defend 

their rights as North Carolina citizens.121 John Sevier sent a message to Tipton giving Tipton 

thirty minutes to surrender, but he refused.122 Colonel Tipton answered back verbally stating “he 

begged no favors and if Sevier surrender himself and leaders, they should have benefit of North 

Carolina law.”123 Word had reached some fellow Tiptonites of the siege on Tipton’s home and 

they rushed to his aid. Upon approach, these new forces were fired upon by the entire contingent 

of Franklinites surrounding the homestead, forcing them to retreat and causing panic in some of 

the Tiptonites. Two women ran out of the front door of the cabin, one of whom, Racheal 

Devinsly, was shot in the shoulder with a musket ball.124 The first day ended with Sevier 

capturing five of the approaching men and wounding several, but there were no fatalities. 

 As Johnathon Tipton continues in the letters, he states that the weather turned, and it 

began to snow. This caused John Sevier’s men to abandon their posts in the night and return to 

camp to keep warm. Colonel Tipton’s reinforcements arrived the morning of the second day and, 

realizing that no sentry was present, stormed for the house and invigorated the men there. This 

rallied the Tiptonites, but no substantial fighting occurred. Only as men were entering and 
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exiting the cabin were the Tiptonites fired upon, resulting in one death. Colonel Tipton prepared 

to defend himself after refusing to surrender to John Sevier for a second time. The second day 

came to a close and neither force had moved.  

 Johnathon Tipton’s letter does not give an exact date for the battle, but on the morning of 

the third day he does state that Colonel Scott, General Rutledge, and Major Pemberton from 

Sullivan County arrived to help reinforce Colonel Tipton.125 This force also exploited the large 

gaps in sentries as they made their way along the roads towards Sevier’s camp.126 The morning 

of their arrival, they gave a volley of shots and yelled to show support for Tipton and his men, 

which was answered by a yell and volley from the cabin.127 Johnathon Tipton states that the 

morning was dark and no one knew who the other was in front of them, but the fight raged on.128 

Colonel Tipton’s force had grown from roughly forty-five men to now equal the opposing force 

of nearly 200.129 This gave Colonel Tipton high spirits as he led his men from the cabin and 

charged Sevier’s lines, while the units from Sullivan County charged the camp. With these two 

opposing forces breaking through the sentries and outlying units, they surrounded Sevier’s 

forces, causing Sevier to retreat.130 After believing he had the upper hand for two days, Sevier’s 
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forces were routed, and all hopes of ending North Carolina’s rule in the area were lost. In the 

fray, three men were mortally shot and many more wounded.131 Sheriff Johnathon Pugh, a 

longtime friend of Colonel Tipton, was one of those mortally wounded and died a few days after 

the battle.132 The retreat of John Sevier formally ended what became known as the Battle of the 

Lost State of Franklin that, for most historians, marked an end of Franklin itself.  

 Colonel Tipton gave a deposition regarding the battle in the Washington County Court 

House on August 20, 1788, over six months later.133 The deposition had one difference from 

earlier records, in that it stated that the women who were shot at were actually around the Spring 

House near the cave, returning up the hill to the cabin and that this happened on the first day.134 

According to Colonel Tipton, the second day hosted several volleys against the home and 

wounded several men on both side, and that volleys continued into the third morning when 

Sevier was forced to retreat.135 This deposition gives sworn statements about the event and 

further documents the struggles and hostilities of the time period, providing a in person 

perspective of the region’s unrest.  

 On July 29, 1788, North Carolina Governor Samuel Johnston ordered Judge David 

Campbell to issue a warrant for John Sevier. As a proponent of the State of Franklin, Judge 
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Campbell denied the request.136 Johnston then gave the order to Judge Spencer, who fought with 

the Tiptonites, who served the warrant on October 10 of that same year.137 Colonel Tipton, with 

his sons and militiamen, followed the order and began hunting down Sevier. Sevier was found in 

the home of a family friend and relative Ruth Brown.138 Sevier eventually surrendered and 

allowed Colonel Tipton to send him to Morganton for sentencing under the guard of Jacob 

Tipton, his second oldest son and other officers.139   

 Sevier was able to evade court in Morganton and returned to Western North Carolina. 

Several stories exist to how he avoided trial, but none can be substantiated. After he returned 

west, he gave his oath back to North Carolina, and was elected as senator for Greene County in 

1789.140 He also accepted the title previously given to him in 1784 as brigadier general over the 

Washington District effective in 1784, “as if Franklin had never existed.”141 Colonel Tipton 

remained the lead colonel of the Washington County militia, now under the command of John 

Sevier, until the formation of the Territory South of the River Ohio - better known as the 

Southwest Territory - formed in 1790, when Governor of the territory William Blount appointed 

new militia leaders.142 Colonel Tipton was removed from command of the militia but was elected 
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as a representative to the territories government for Washington County. He served in this 

capacity until Tennessee formed as a new state six years later.  

 Throughout the existence of the Southwest Territory new counties and districts were 

being formed, and in June, 1795, Governor Blount ordered his subordinates to begin working 

towards statehood.143 In an election held December 18-19, 1795, residents elected five members 

from each county as delegates to a new constitutional convention. Colonel Tipton was elected 

and help draft the new state’s constitution.144 Thomas Jefferson stated that the resulting 

constitution was “The least imperfect and most republican of any system of government adopted 

by any of the American states.”145 This committee gave Governor Blount rights to conduct 

elections for the new state government, in which John Sevier was elected governor and Colonel 

Tipton was elected Washington County senator.146 The Territory officially ended on March 28, 

1796, when the first Tennessee senate met and informed the federal government that the new 

state had formed. President Washington signed this order on June 1, 1796, formally making 

Tennessee the first state to form from a territory.147 Colonel Tipton held his seat as senator until 
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1799 when he retired to his home in Washington County after twenty-seven years in political 

service.148    

 Colonel Tipton lived out his last years raising his horses and racing them when he could, 

but his life ended on August 9, 1813. The cause of his passing is unknown.149 He was six days 

shy of turning eighty-three years old and left behind a legacy of family members and a story for 

the future. He was buried near his home in a marked grave in the Tipton-Haynes Cemetery.150 

Martha Denton Moore Tipton, his second wife, is buried alongside him, but a second stone is 

also placed there. It may never be known who the other stone is for. Thomas Jefferson wrote the 

family a letter of condolence on July 15, 1823 that was copied into the Tipton Family Bible by 

Margaret Snapp Weeks, stating “Col. John Tipton, was a man of strong conviction and loyal 

determination. He was endowed with a high order of intellect. He possessed a high sense of 

honor. He was a personification of loyalty to the state and country.”151 The Bible belonged to 

Abraham Butler Tipton, grandson of Colonel Tipton and the last recorded descendent in 

possession of the bible was H.H Hord Tipton in 1948, but has since been lost to time.152 The 

home of Colonel Tipton was left to his heirs, however, John Tipton Jr. is believed to be the next 

occupant of the home though several records contradict the timing.  
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John Tipton Jr. was born April 21, 1767, in Shenandoah County, Virginia, and died on 

October 8, 1831, at the age of 64.153 It is believed that he moved with his father and family to 

Western North Carolina in 1784. In a biographical description of him in the Tennessee State 

Archives, John Tipton Jr. had a liberal arts education before moving to the region.154 However, 

the first known record of John Tipton Jr. is his enlistment in the East Tennessee Company under 

the command of his brother Jacob Tipton on May 28, 1791 according to Tipton historian, Evelyn 

Thompson.155 Between May, when he mustered into service, and the following October, John 

Tipton Jr. most likely served with his brother. Some secondary records state that he fought 

against Native Americans during his enlistment, but no primary records from this time have been 

found at present.156  

In October 1791, John Tipton Jr. must have taken a leave of absence and returned to the 

Shenandoah Valley to marry. On October 27, 1791 he married Elizabeth Snapp (Nov. 2, 1771 – 

July 6, 1829) and lived in the valley until Fall 1797.157 That Fall, Tipton Jr. and his family moved 

to the newly formed state of Tennessee, where Elizabeth’s family had been buying large amounts 

of land around the Blountville area.158 After moving to Blountville the family most likely stayed 

with the Snapps until September 13, 1798, when Tipton Jr. purchased 600 acres for $4,000.00 
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from Laurence Snapp.159 Tipton Jr. built his home, which still stands, on main street Blountville, 

or more commonly called then the Old Stage Road. During their marriage Tipton Jr. and his wife 

had a total of two sons and seven daughters.160  

 Found in the Tipton-Haynes Archives, a quote by Edyth Rucker Whitley of Nashville, a 

professional genealogist and Tennessee Historian, states that, “Honorable John Tipton served 

under his brother Capt. Jacob Tipton in 1791 against the Indians. During the conflict with the 

Indians and subsequently the War of 1812, he was commissioned Lt. Col. Commandant of 

Regiment of Sullivan Co., TN, 16 June 1801. He succeeded John Scott who resigned.”161 In 1809 

Tipton Jr. was listed as the officer for the Sullivan County Militia, using the title given. The unit 

was never called into action but was responsible for collecting taxes from the county’s citizens. 

Also, as stated in the quote, Tipton Jr. participated in the War of 1812. This is disputed among 

many Tiptons and Tipton historians due to limited information being found.  

 After six years of living in Blountville, Tipton Jr. became one of the largest land owners 

in the area, and with such prominence was elected to his first term as a House of Representative 

member in 1803.162 After completing this first term, the people of his district reelected him for 

another five consecutive terms. He held his seat from 1803 to 1815 when he took a term off from 

politics and missed the eleventh general assembly.163 It is unclear why he did this, but 

speculation suggests that he was dealing with his family for his father, Colonel Tipton, had 
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passed in August 1813. His death would have been nearly a year into Tipton Jr.’s sixth term, and 

if in Nashville he would have been unable to pay his respects. In his third election as a 

representative, Tipton Jr. was elected as House Speaker.164 For each of these consecutive 

elections, Tipton Jr. represented Sullivan County but returned for the twelfth general assembly as 

the State Senator representing Sullivan and Hawkins Counties.165 He only held this position for 

one term, after which he took to running for office in the federal government. 

 For the next several years Tipton Jr. ran for the U.S. House of Representatives. Starting 

in 1818 he ran against John Rhea and for the next two elections lost narrowly to him. John Rhea 

was a large figure head that held this position from 1803 to 1815 and again from 1817 to 1823.166 

Rhea retired to his plantation in Blountville in 1823, while Tipton Jr. continued to fight for a 

federal seat. For the next three elections Tipton Jr. ran against John Blair another well-

established Tennessean, all of which he lost.167 Blair defeated Tipton in the elections of 1822, 

1824, and 1826. Tipton Jr. after five consecutive losses took a term off from the election cycle in 

1828 for an unknown reason but returned to the Tennessee House of Representatives in 1830 for 

the nineteenth general assembly.168  

 With the death of his father in 1813 Tipton Jr. inherited his fathers’ home. It is unclear 

why Tipton Jr. being so established in Blountville acquired the home over his brothers and it is 

unknown when exactly he moved into the home. Records of his seat in the General Assembly 
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place him in Nashville representing Sullivan and Hawkins Counties as the state Senator in 1817 

He could have moved during this term but being listed from these counties gives the opinion that 

he was still in his home in Blountville in 1817. To dispute this Tipton Jr.’s ninth child 

Edna/Edny is listed on the birth record of 1816 in Washington County. Though by 1820, he had 

sold a majority of his lands around Blountville and throughout Sullivan County possibly 

symbolizing the move to his father’s cabin had been made. His father’s one and half story cabin 

would have been small for nine family members, so based on current testing of the home it is 

believed that Tipton Jr. added the sitting room, another bedroom upstairs, and added the white 

clapboard siding, formally turning the home into a colonial farm style structure in the 1820s.169  

 In his last election in 1830, Tipton Jr.’s health drastically declined. According to a news 

article from the Nashville Banner, Tipton Jr. upon his arrival in Nashville for the nineteenth 

General Assembly was in declining health.170 It continues that the fate of his health was 

“despaired by most of his friends,” but his departure was not so suddenly expected.171 The 

nineteenth session began September 19th, but on October 3rd Tipton Jr. must have known he was 

not getting better. On this day he created a short Will for himself stating the rights to his property 

and passed only five days later on October 8, 1831.172 The house speaker was notified and a 

meeting was called of both house and senate to lay John Tipton Jr. to rest in the Old City 
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Cemetery.173 The two houses wore a black crape for thirty days in morning for the passing, and 

approved of a monument to be placed for his grave stone.  

 In Tipton Jr.’s Will, he lists all of his kids by name but only bequeaths three of them 

items from the home. In this he stated that Samuel, Elizabeth, and Edny were to obtain equal 

portions of the property according to price and size, but the home was to be given to Samuel 

alone.174 He then stated that the items of his estate were to be sold to settle his debts and if any 

items remained that were to be divided amongst his other six children.175 Reading how the Will 

bequeaths his estate and then comparing it to his estate record draws some interesting 

conclusions. Many of the items in the estate upon auction were bought back by Samuel and 

Elizabeth, while others of the family are also listed as purchasers.176 Samuel, Elizabeth, and 

Edny after just over six years of jointly owning the home, formally sold the property to David 

Hains (Haynes) on May 8, 1838.177 This transaction was concluded for $1,050.00 paid in hand 

for “two hundred acres, more or less.”178  
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 David Hains (1788-1868), married Rhoda Taylor (1795-1861) and built their home three 

miles from his father George Hains on Buffalo Creek current day Unicoi County, Tennessee.179 

David became a wealthy land owner and well-established mill wright being requisitioned by 

community members in all of the surrounding counties.180 Documentation of the name Hains 

began to change with David’s signature. The name began to change from its original spelling to 

the recognized spelling today Haynes.181 As his wealth increased, David Hains is said to have 

been able to ride the twelve-mile trip from his home, Mount Pleasant, to Jonesborough without 

ever leaving his property.182 David and Rhoda raised twelve kids of their own, all of whom made 

it through infancy.   

  A part of David Haynes’ land acquisitions was the Tipton home and two hundred of the 

surrounding acreage in 1837 from John Tipton’s heirs.183 The Tipton heirs and China Boren both 

claimed the land that David was trying to acquire.184 The Chancery Court decided that it would 

be sold to David Haynes from the legal deed holder, China Boren, and the Heirs, but the heirs 

received the payment for the land.185 David never officially lived in the cabin to current beliefs 

but instead bought this home as a wedding gift to his eldest son Landon Carter Haynes (1816-
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1875) and his new bride Eleanor Powell Haynes (1820- ?) who married in 1839. This is believed 

due to birth dates of Landon and his wife Eleanor’s first son, Robert Haynes in 1840, in 

Washington County, TN.186 No record has been found of David Haynes’ transfer to his son, 

possibly due to it staying in the family. Landon and his family lived in the house from 1839 until 

the out-break of the American Civil War in 1861.  

 Landon Carter Haynes, born on December 2, 1816, was raised at the Mount Pleasant 

farm in Carter County.187 In the book For the Descendants of Judge Hal H. Haynes, the author 

writes that Landon Haynes received an education from the Anderson School on Isaac Anderson’s 

land in Carter County in his young age.188 As a young man Haynes attended Washington College 

and graduated in 1838 at the age of twenty-two.189 After which, Haynes began work as an 

apprentice to Thomas A.R. Nelson, the State Attorney for the First District of Tennessee.190 

When Nelson moved his practice from Elizabethton to Jonesborough around 1840, Haynes 

followed and became a "a future political son of Washington County.”191 Haynes passed the bar 
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in 1840 but after moving to Jonesborough he discovered a secondary talent of the ability to 

express his beliefs.192  

 Using his connections after serving under T.A.R. Nelson in Jonesborough, Haynes began 

work as the news editor of the Tennessee Sentinel.193 He held this position until it was sold or 

merged with the Old Hickory newspaper, also in Jonesborough, around 1846.194 During his time 

with the newspaper, a longtime feud between Haynes and William “Parson” Brownlow 

escalated. Excerpts in the Whig describe an assassination attempt on Brownlow’s life was made 

on March 2, 1840, which Brownlow blamed on Haynes.195 Reports out of the paper cannot be 

substantiated due to them being written by the accuser. In his 1952 thesis, James Bellamy states 

that after the attempt on his life, Brownlow moved his newspaper the Whig to Jonesboro in order 

to be closer to his enemies.196 Brownlow and Haynes continued their dispute for years using the 

two papers to attack the other and their views, even stooping to name calling, such as Haynes 

called Brownlow “a Slanderer and a Hireling Scribbler.”197 Also, Brownlow’s attack of “Liar 

Culprit Haynes” on January 1, 1845 in the Whig.198 
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 This feud came to blows in the streets of Jonesboro in 1840 when a fight broke out 

between the two men.199 Several stories exist from this event but all offer some version of 

Haynes acquiring a pistol and shooting Brownlow in the upper leg.200 This event and feud would 

follow Haynes till the end of the Civil War when Brownlow became governor. Among his work 

at the newspaper and dispute with Brownlow, Haynes entered many careers, which included a 

position with the Methodist ministry, elector for political office, political office in the state 

House and Senate, and was elected as a Confederate senator for Tennessee. Throughout all of 

these career choices Haynes also kept up his law practice and worked from Jonesborough until 

the 1850s when he moved his practice closer to home.  

 One of the first occupations Haynes took on while working at the newspaper was as a 

Methodist minister, but only held this position for less than six months. According to Bellamy 

and his interpretation of events written throughout Brownlow's Whig, Haynes tried to put C.W.C. 

Harris on trial for “falsehood” in the Methodist Holston Conference on January 28-29, 1843.201 

This backfired against Haynes, who was instead put on trial for lying about Harris and other 

ministers and was convicted.202 Brownlow was elected to serve as secretary at this meeting, 

which Haynes later accused of stationing men against him and his political party members 

throughout the ministry.203 Haynes was removed as a minister but not removed from the church, 

he was still allowed to join the congregation of the Methodist Church at Buffalo Campground. 
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Haynes took to his skills as a writer and “denounced Brownlow as ‘the greatest hypocrite that 

ever wore the sheep skin of our holy religion.’”204 Writing this in the Sentinel by Haynes, but 

Brownlow refutes his statement in the Whig. Haynes license for ministry was reissued to him in 

1857 by the Methodist ministry but he refused to accept it.205  

 After being removed from the ministry, Haynes entered political life. In 1844 he was the 

elector for the James K. Polk presidential campaign in East Tennessee and southern Virginia.206 

He then ran in the 1845 election for a seat in the Tennessee House of Representatives and was 

successful in this venture.207 During this term he was placed on two select committees. One of 

these committees was for the deaf, dumb, and blind of the states.208 Haynes did not run for 

reelection in the House the following term but turned his views to the Senate, which he 

successfully won and represented Johnson, Carter, Sullivan, and Washington counties.209 Haynes 

again only held this seat for one term to run again for the House in 1849.210 Between his Senate 

seat and return to the House, Haynes again became the elector for the presidential race. He spoke 

for Lewis Cass who was running against General Zachary Taylor, Taylor won the election. 

Though Cass lost his election Haynes won his and successfully was elected to a term in the 
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House once more. He was also elected as the House speaker for this term.211 Haynes got 

ambitious with his wins and decided to run for federal office in the House of Representatives for 

the term of 1851-1853.212 The incumbent, Andrew Johnson was a major political power for 

Tennessee’s first district and had held this seat for eight consecutive years.213 Andrew Johnson 

eventually beat Haynes in the election even as they were both of the same party. Johnson, at the 

end of his term in 1853 was elected as governor for the state and eventually became the President 

of the United States. Haynes did not run for political office again after his loss to Johnson until 

1859.  

 Haynes mostly remained home throughout the 1850’s tending to his land and his law 

business. He kept his bar requirements throughout his elections and began working at this full 

time. In an interview Bellamy had with Dave Simmerly states, Landon was recorded as a defense 

lawyer, defending a man charged with murder in Elizabethton and succeed in his defense of the 

man.214 Haynes’ first case is believed to be recorded through another interview between Bellamy 

had with James K. Deakins on May 31, 1951. Deakins states that Haynes’ first case was called 

the “Case of the Stolen Ham” which Haynes successfully vindicated his client, but does not give 

any indication to the date.215 On February 10, 1857 Haynes received a five-dollar payment for 

his work with a petition of sale for a Mr. William Crouch’s land and again on May 12, 1857 he 
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received seventy-five cents for acting as a legal agent to settle a debt.216 These payments 

represent Haynes’ ability not only to work as a defense lawyer but his full knowledge of the law.   

 The Haynes family made most of the changes to the Tipton-Haynes Historic Site. These 

additions can be seen through the drawing of the A Winter in the South by David Hunter 

Strother.217 The drawing was published in the Harpers Monthly Magazine in 1857 winter 

addition.218 Strother illustrated the grounds and buildings of the farm while Haynes was in 

ownership of the property. This drawing represents that Haynes had already constructed his barn, 

law office, corncrib, and slave cabin. Each of these buildings were believed to have been 

constructed in the late 1840’s and early 1850’s. The Corncribs dendrochronology testing dates its 

construction to 1851 and 1852, representing that this was one of the last constructions before the 

drawing was made.219 Haynes owned three slaves and ended up putting his male slave George up 

as collateral on the debt.220 Haynes did eventually pay his debt because records indicate that his 

slave George tended the grounds of the farm throughout the Civil War.  

 In 1859 Haynes tried to reenter the realm of politics and decided to run for Congress.221 

Though he had failed in the past to reach federal office and had been out of politics for a while, 

he felt he could beat his opponent and longtime acquaintance, Thomas A. R. Nelson. Nelson had 
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taught Haynes in his younger days the power of the law but as time progressed their political 

views pulled them apart. Haynes and Nelson debated multiple times throughout the Eastern parts 

of Tennessee, but even with Haynes’s extraordinary oratorial skills, Nelson defeated him by a 

narrow margin. Nelson, while seated as the new representative was also elected president of the 

East Tennessee Convention that was to discuss forming East Tennessee as a new state away from 

the pro-Confederate middle and west Tennessee regions.222  

 However, even after his loss to Nelson, Haynes could celebrate. The United States 

government had renamed Johnson's Depot in honor of Haynes, officially renaming the town 

Haynesville.223 Despite speaking out for the pro-Confederate, pro-South cause, Haynes accepted 

the honor. The name Haynesville remained from 1859 to 1861 when Civil War broke out 

amongst the states.224 The federal government then reversed their decision and accepted the 

name as it once was, Johnson’s Depot. During the war the Confederate cause still referred to the 

town as Haynesville in honor of their senator.  

 Sometime within the year of 1860 Haynes bought a lot in Knoxville in belief that it 

would be safer for his family to live in a pro-Confederate town. Washington County was a major 

pro-Union county, but Knoxville was a more Confederate city and with Haynes’ political 

ideologies was a better suit. Along with these ideologies and Haynes’ job as electorate for 

Breckenridge, Haynes made himself known in the secessionist realm, for in 1861 he was elected 
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Tennessee’s Confederate senator by popular vote.225 He held this seat from 1862 to 1865 and 

attended both sessions held.226 

 Haynes, while serving in the Confederate government, was placed on several different 

committees such as Commerce, Engrossment and Enrollment, Patents, Judiciary, and Printing.227 

Haynes chaired the Commerce Committee in the First Congress.228 Because of his committee 

assignments, Haynes played a major role in the passage of the Conscription Act of 1862, which 

mandated that every able bodied man register for the conscript list to possibly be called for duty 

in the Confederate Army.229 Haynes voted for the Twenty Slave Clause and tried to implement a 

clause for militia men.230 Haynes believed that members of local militias should be exempted 

from other military service because, they were needed for the protection of their communities. 

This clause passed along with the Twenty Slave Clause.231  

 In the first years of the war and while the Confederate Congress was not in session, 

Haynes and his family remained in Knoxville, but as Union forces neared Knoxville in June 

1863 many inhabitants began to panic. Haynes joined hundreds of the town’s citizens in the 

defense of the town.232 The events were recorded in Confederate Lieutenant Colonel Milton A. 
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Haynes (no relation) after action report. “Among many citizens who reported to me that day for 

duty," wrote Haynes, "I must not forget to mention Hon. Landon Carter Haynes.”233 After the 

assault on the town Haynes removed his family to Wytheville, Virginia, where they remained 

until the end of the war. A few months later, in September 1863, Knoxville fell to Union General 

Burnsides. Haynes went on to condemn Confederate President Jefferson Davis for not supporting 

Knoxville and losing Haynes’ home state to the Union advance.234 Not only was most of 

Tennessee now under the control of Union forces, but his farm in Haynesville was, too. He 

represented a fallen state for another two years as the Confederacy struggled along. In the 

Knoxville Whig in 1865 Haynes was reported to be supporting the arming “of negros in order to 

achieve the independence of the Confederacy,”235 but when Petersburg, Virginia, fell to Union 

attack in April, 1865, the Confederate Government evacuated the Capitol of Richmond and fled 

to North Carolina.236 Along with other Confederate leaders, Haynes was captured in Statesville, 

North Carolina, and instructed to remain in Statesville until pardoned or paroled.237 Haynes’ 

family joined him from Wytheville, but the Civil War did not end there for the Haynes family.  
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 In May, 1865, President Andrew Johnson issued an Amnesty Proclamation to former 

Confederates seeking parole or pardon.238 Haynes applied for amnesty and on August 2, 1865, 

traveled to Salisbury N. C., just south of Statesville, to take the oath of allegiance to the United 

States.239 Haynes also requested on the same day an interview with President Johnson, but it is 

unknown if Johnson ever replied.240 Haynes had several society elites assist in his attempt for a 

pardon, one of whom was Governor William Holden of North Carolina, who wrote the president 

stating that Haynes has been “leading a very quiet life at Statesville, in this state.”241 This letter 

to the president also enclosed two more letters recommending pardon for Haynes from Chief 

Justice Richard Pearson and Judge Daniel Fowle.242 After taking the oath of allegiance Haynes 

was paroled but not yet pardoned. He moved his family to Memphis, Tennessee, in February 

1866.243 Haynes did not return to his home in Washington County, Tennessee, due to the 

Unionist local government selling it at auction to pay reparations for tax evasion during the 

war.244  
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 After arriving in Memphis, Haynes joined three other men to create the law firm, Haynes, 

Heath, Lewis, and Lee Attorneys at Law.245 Haynes continued his career until his death. While 

working as a partner in the firm, Haynes struggled with post-war life and his old rival William 

Brownlow, now governor. Because Haynes had been paroled but not pardoned, Brownlow 

brought Haynes up on charges of treason against the state.246 Brownlow had the federal courts in 

Knoxville bring the charges against Haynes because of the strong Unionist sentiment in 

Tennessee's eastern division.247 Haynes worried about what the courts could do to him and his 

family, so letters were written asking President Johnson to step in on his behalf.248 President 

Johnson issued Haynes’ pardon on June 11, 1866, which formally ended any court proceedings 

and allowed Haynes to return to his normal daily life in Memphis.249  

 Haynes had a successful career with his new law business, but on February 17, 1875, he 

suffered from “congestion of the brain,” now referred to as a stroke.250 He did not pull through 

the stroke and passed most likely at his home. Haynes’ body was laid to rest in Elmwood 

Cemetery. Later, his remains were moved to Jackson, Tennessee, where he was reinterred in 

1902 in the Riverside Cemetery alongside several of his kin.251 It is said that Landon Haynes and 
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his wife Eleanor both are buried in Riverside in plot 204 ½, but no records can be found on 

Eleanor’s death.252 Haynes’ body was supposedly moved to its new resting place due to the 

Elmwood Cemetery pathways being widened which went over his grave. A photo of a woman 

believed to be Eleanor has arisen from Bristol, Tennessee, with “Mrs. Landon Carter Haynes” 

(Eleanor Powell) on the back from the 1880’s but nothing to represent that it is her can be added 

to the picture.253  

 The Tipton-Haynes home, known as Green Meadows during Haynes' life there, was sold 

at auction, possibly to a John Branner.254 Branner was from Jefferson County, Tennessee, and 

sold the property to Robert Haynes, Landon Haynes’ oldest son on November 28, 1867.255 To 

settle a law suit between the Bank of Knoxville (The Exchange and Deposit Bank) and the 

Haynes men, Landon and Robert, the Tipton-Haynes home was sold at auction again on 

February 28, 1871, to a John White.256 White bought the property for $4,625.00 and the profit 

from this sell was to settle Robert Haynes’ debts for not paying taxes on the home and Landon, 

still living in Memphis, was brought in on the suit to settle his outstanding debts as well.257 All of 

the debts were officially settled on May 28, 1871 in the courts, but the payment for the property 
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was not paid until August 1, 1872.258 John White held ownership of the home until May 1, 1882, 

when he sold it to Sarah Lavinia Gifford Simerly, who was the niece of Landon Carter 

Haynes.259 The Simerly family held the home until the State of Tennessee confronted the family 

and obtained ownership of the property on November 25, 1944.260 After November 1944, the 

State of Tennessee owned the property, but the Simerly family retained life rights to the home 

and remained there until their deaths. 

 Sarah Lavinia Gifford Simerly was the niece of Landon Carter Haynes, the daughter of 

Haynes sister, Mary Taylor Haynes, who married Lawson Gifford.261 Simerly bought the 

property in 1882 and lived there with her husband Samuel and her two sons, Lawson and Samuel 

Simerly.262 The family lived at the home before officially buying it from John White and rented 

it for $8,400.00.263 A deed of bond from 1872 represents S.L. Simerly agreeing to the bond price 

and the exact farm by name of the Haynes farm in one section and Tipton farm in another.264 

This is further substantiated through a newspaper clipping about Samuel Simerly, stating that he 
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was born in the house.265 John White would have just recently purchased the home and allowed 

the Simerly’s to live in their ancestral place until payment could be made for ownership. It took 

ten years for Sarah Simerly to buy the home from John White, but as many other records 

represent, they were a well-to-do family and operated a small farm on the property. Letters to 

and from Samuel Simerly represent many purchases that he made for the property and their 

livestock. 

 In 1872 Samuel Simerly was looking into purchasing lots in Elizabethton, possibly for a 

more permanent solution to a home, but he also purchased a load of iron from H. C. Hodges & 

Company.266 This company sold groceries and was a general merchandiser of equestrian items, 

giving credence to already having a working farm and livestock for the family. A second letter 

from Rhoda Taylor Haynes to Samuel Simerly in 1876 about family news and asking how the 

crops were growing on the family farm.267 Several letters to or from Samuel speak to work that 

he was involved in or interested in for his farm but no reference to the exact location. Another 

portion of the letters from or to Samuel are about his health. The oral stories of the family show 

that Lawson Simerly lost his legs and suffered several different health issues all related to the 

disease diabetes. Samuel Simerly died on January 6, 1888 and was buried on the family farm 
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along with Colonel John Tipton on a hill behind the home.268 Simerly’s family continued to live 

in the house for nearly sixty years.  

 After the death of Samuel Simerly, archived Simerly records and letters grow fewer. The 

next major record is of oral traditions of the Simerly family state that Sarah Simerly fell and 

broke her hip. This is corroborated by a letter from R. C. Hunter of Queens Insurance Company. 

Hunter wrote “I know what it is to be shut up in the house not well” stating that Sarah has been 

stuck in the home for a period of time.269 Hunter also wrote, “I am sorry you do not improve as 

much as you would like to, and as much as your friends would like to see you get out.”270 After 

breaking her hip Sarah lived out the rest of her life in the small room off of the dining room in 

the ell of the home. She passed on October 12, 1936, from cervical and uterine cancer, which 

most likely began to form after the fall she had in 1930.271 

 The home and land then passed to her two sons, Samuel and Lawson. From the financial 

records left from the family and brothers it is believed that Samuel controlled the farm and assets 

while Lawson held a steady job with the Southern Railroad in Johnson City.272 Samuel also 

solely inherited the Gifford family home on Cherokee Rd.273 It is unclear why Lawson did not 
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inherit any form of property or stock from his mother or why Samuel became the executor over 

the property. Also, Samuel working with the finances, rented the Gifford home for $8.00 a 

month starting in 1938, and still owned the home at his death.274 He also rented space on his 

fields for signage and advertisement as seen in a letter from the Miller Poster Advertising 

Company to Samuel Simerly with payment of $20.00 for two years of rent.275 Samuel and 

Lawson also operated a small store in the old Haynes law office. The oral history of the site is 

that they sold chicken eggs out of the building, but a letter from Mary Hardin McCown to Dr. 

Dan Robison stated that the two brothers used the law office for grain storage.276 Belief about the 

Simerly family has been that they were a struggling family and lived in the ell of the home 

because they lacked funds to sustain the entire home, but the correspondence challenged claims 

that the family lacked means.  

 Samuel and Lawson knew the history of their home, and they were willing to give tours 

to strangers that came visiting. They wished to represent and interpret the importance of the 

home in relation to the region and the state. A letter of thanks was written to the brothers in 1952 

from Mrs. Ethelbert French King for the gracious tour of the property they had given.277 In 1942 

Samuel Cole Williams, chairman of the newly reformed Tennessee Historical Commission 

(THC), wrote a letter requesting that the two brothers sell the home to the State of Tennessee.278 
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The letter went unanswered. Williams stated in the THC minutes that if the letter remain 

unanswered then an act to condemn the home be put forth.279 On behalf of the THC, Williams 

again wrote the brothers to inform them that their home would be condemned and that they 

would have to vacate the premises if they failed to reply to his letter.280 Both Samuel and Lawson 

replied to the letter but no THC response can be found. Williams wrote Mary Hardin McCown 

on March 7, 1944, stating “The State has the power, under a recent act of the Legislature, to 

condemn so much of the property as it desires; but I am hopeful that condemnation proceedings 

may be avoided, and a mutually satisfactory solution reached by agreement….” He continued, 

“My thought was that the old people could in this way have the use of the money, paid by the 

State, and they live in comparative ease.  How much acreage, the whole or a part, could be 

discussed and agreed upon. Personally, I would advise the Commission and the State to conform 

to the wishes of such occupants in so far as it is feasible.”281 Williams felt that the state had the 

right to protect its history but also the two brothers had the right to defend their home and he 

hoped that a simple and agreeable arrangement could be met. Later that same year the State of 

Tennessee officially acquired the historic home and 17.77 acers surrounding the historic grounds.  

 As Tipton-Haynes moved toward state ownership, the Interpretation of the site began to 

build upon the first owners of the home. In the beginning, as Williams moved to purchase the 

home, a group of descendants of the Tipton family began to take interest in restoring the home 

and opening it to educate the public on their ancestors’ wondrous achievements throughout pre 

and early Tennessee history. As one can see there is much more history at Tipton-Haynes to be 
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interpreted than just of one family but to understand how the inclusion of all the site’s owners 

achievements were added one must understand the many influential factors that the Tipton-

Haynes Historical Association has faced over its fifty-five years of existence. These internal and 

external influences begin before the Association was created and continue to the current day as 

the sites strives to remain a vital educational center for the people of the East Tennessee region, 

Tennessee, and the United States.  
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CHAPTER 3. VULNERABILITY OF INTERPRETATION 

 

As the Tennessee Historical Commission (THC) proceeded in purchasing the Simerly 

home place, they knew that drastic measures would have to be taken to restore the property. 

Also, the THC would need a governing body to oversee the planning and restoration of the 

home. This process was taken on by a group of descendants of the first owner of the property, 

Colonel John Tipton. 282 The new Association would oversee the work done on site, supervise the 

day-to-day operations, and establish a working interpretation of the history of the site and its 

owners. Upon completion of restoration of the site in 1971 by the first Association members, 

they were tasked with the creation of a historical interpretation of the site’s inhabitants. The 

Association’s internal influence on the site’s interpretation successfully created multiple 

interpretations which drastically favored the life of Colonel John Tipton, their ancestor. The 

historical interpretation of the Haynes or even the lives of the Simerly families were overtly 

ignored for the importance of the Tipton family and their actions in the creation of the State and 

desire of the Association to elevate the history of Colonel Tipton. It was not until new 

Association members joined the board, that were not descendants, included new research into the 

interpretation, did the history begin to change.  

As new Association members were added to the board and others passed away or rolled 

off, new ideas and opinions began to alter the interpretation of the site. These interactions of 

opinions on historic sites become influences on the future vision of the site and how it is 

perceived by the public, becoming internal and external influences. Internal and external forces 

interact with the representation of the historical fact of Tipton-Haynes and alter the path of the 

site’s interpretation. Throughout the early years of the Tipton-Haynes Historical Association 
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many influences aided the creation of the interpretation such as archeology, external researchers 

of the site’s history, and the Association members themselves.283 These influences can be seen 

throughout the Association’s history altering the Association’s interpretation for the betterment 

of the site.  

Preservation of the Tipton-Haynes home began in 1944 when the Tennessee Historical 

Commission (THC) acquired the grounds and buildings. The first time Tipton-Haynes was 

mentioned in the THC meeting minutes was on November 8, 1943, when Governor Prentice 

Cooper requested that the Cobb house (current day Rocky Mount State Historic Site in Piney 

Flats, TN) and Tipton-Haynes be purchased by the state.284 The minutes also mention that the 

Tipton-Haynes home was one of the oldest houses standing in the state.285 Colonel John Tipton 

was a person of impact in the establishment of Tennessee and Governor Cooper wanted to 

protect the historical value of Tipton’s home. On March 7, 1944, Samuel Cole Williams of the 

executive board of the THC wrote a letter to Mary Hardin McCown, a historian of Washington 

County, discussing the state's right to condemn the home and remove the current inhabitants.286 

Williams felt that the THC should acquire the home by purchase or by condemnation but wanted 

to leave the current inhabitants in the home for the remainder of their natural lives. On March 23, 

1944, the THC sent a letter to the Simerly brothers, who had lived in the home since 1871, 
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asking that the state be allowed to purchase the property.287 The THC letter went unanswered. A 

second letter, this time from Tennessee Assistant Attorney General Robert Kennerly, informed 

the brothers that the THC wanted to acquire the home and that the attorney general's office was 

prepared to condemn the property if the Simerly brothers refused to sell.288 Lawson and Samuel 

Simerly then employed Thad Cox, a Johnson City attorney, to answer the THC and agreed to sell 

the property in as many acres as they wished.289 With the approval of the brothers the THC was 

able to take their first steps to preserve the site for generations to come. 

 On May 29, 1944, Samuel Cole Williams, as President of the THC, had 30.7 acres of the 

Simerly property surveyed along with a small adjoining piece of land of .46 acres along the 

road.290 The commission approved the purchase of only 17.77 acres of the Simerly property and 

all of the adjoining property surveyed. It is unclear why the Commission only bought half the 

grounds surveyed, other than saving money at the time. Governor Prentice Cooper of Tennessee 

allocated $8,900 to help acquire the home.291 The state officially bought the 17.77 acres on 

November 25, 1944 for $7,552.25 and the adjoining property for $200.00 on January 1, 1945.292 

The Simerly’s then sold their remaining land to J. Clinton Garland. The THC purchased the site 

as a historic shrine and to memorialize the historical past of East Tennessee. In a memorandum 
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listing the terms of the Simerly brothers' sale of land to the state, the Simerly brothers had life 

rights to the house; however, they allowed the THC to plant bushes and trees around the grounds, 

and to restore the spring house at the bottom of the hill south of the home.293 

In 1945 the THC approved the placement of a historical monument on the grounds of the 

site. Purchasing the site was the first step to the site's preservation and the monument became the 

second to record the site's history in stone. Each side of the monument illustrates specific eras of 

history that the site represents. The Society of Colonial Dames of Tennessee, Tennessee Society 

Daughters of the American Revolution, Tennessee Society United States Daughters of the War 

of 1812, and the United Daughters of the Confederacy were tasked with raising $300.00 from 

each group to establish the monument and the THC would cover the remainder of the cost.294 On 

October 12, 1946, an unveiling ceremony was held to recognize the hard work of the four 

societies and the THC in preserving each era’s history that was inscribed on each side the 

monument.295 In a September 24, 1951, letter to Dr. Dan Robinson, Mary Hardin McCown, both 

now a part of the THC, stated that the Simerly brothers were not allowing anyone in the front 

part of the home.296 The Simerly brothers did have the home repainted and by doing the brothers 

were able to bring the appearance of the home back to its original white coloring.297 The letter 
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seems to have a bit of an issue with the painting of the home but McCown then states that they 

were within their rights to do so without state approval.  

In several of the early 1950s-60’s letters in the Tipton-Haynes archives, Mary Hardin 

McCown along with Dr. Robinson and others refer to the home as a shrine.298 It was to 

memorialize the history of the site and if any name other than the Tipton-Haynes home or 

Tipton-Haynes shrine was given then it was surely corrected. One such correction occurred in 

1951 when McCown chastised a Mrs. Mary Rothrock for referring to the home as the “Haynes 

home” and stated that it is the Tipton-Haynes home because Colonel Tipton built it.299 McCown 

became a major proponent for the site and its preservation. She began working on collecting all 

documents that related to the purchase of the site and recorded development of the site and 

grounds in many of her letters. In many letters, McCown revealed restoration of the site's spring 

house and refurbishment of the 1946 monument to be among her preservation priorities.300 The 

monument had fallen into disrepair and needed cleaning. She called for the state highway 

department to take over the monument repairs and the grounds in the monument’s vicinity.301 

The highway department then created a small parking space around the monument, complete 
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with picnic tables so travelers could stop and enjoy the history and beauty of the site.302 By 

creating this stop on the outside of the main gate the public could enjoy the site from a distance. 

No one was allowed on the site without written permission from the brothers for visits unless 

they were members of the THC board.  

McCown turned to the spring house as the first restoration project to be undertaken, 

which was in dire need of repair. She contacted several local groups and people, such as the 

Johnson City Highway Garage and McCown’s acquaintance Mr. Jeff Hartley, a stone mason, to 

raise funds for the construction and to gather advice about how to accomplish the work.303 After 

almost ten years of the state owning the property, the first building restoration was underway. 

McCown and an expert mason requested that the spring house walls be shored up using cut 

stone, which was received from the local rail yard, and that the spring be dug out.304 McCown 

finished the restoration after requesting $750.00 from the THC to purchase materials and pay the 

mason in 1953.305  

Mary Hardin McCown had two motivations for aiding the restoration of the Tipton-

Haynes home place. A member of the Tennessee Historical Commission’s governing board in 

1953, McCown shared the THC's commitment to preserve early Tennessee history through 

landmarks, museums, and homes such as Tipton-Haynes. However, she was also a descendant of 
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the Tipton family. She took it upon herself to restore her family’s heritage and expand the 

knowledge of the Tipton family's involvement in the creation of Tennessee. Though she was 

limited by the memorandum signed between the Simerlys’ and the THC, McCown continued to 

research her family’s history and how each of her ancestors aided the state through public life or 

through military service. All the information she collected was to be used as the interpretation of 

the site when it opened to the public. By contacting other descendants, McCown created a basis 

for research and interpretive support. With the completion of the spring house and many 

descendants banning together to preserve the home, creating a group or organization became a 

growing concern to run the site after the passing of the Simerly brothers.306  

It was another nine years before this concern would be warranted, but in a span of only 

five days in November 1962, the State of Tennessee became the rightful owners of the Tipton-

Haynes home and just over seventeen acres of the surrounding lands. 307  In 1962 Sam Simerly 

had been moved to a rest home facility and in late 1962 both Simerly brothers’ health declined. 

Lawson’s decline in health was in part due to his loss of his legs one in 1948 and the other in 

1958, which was speculated to be from diabetes.308 Upon being asked what the loss of his legs 

was from he stated in an article “I’d have to blow  it on the flute, I couldn’t pronounce it.”309 

Lawson remained in the home and watched over the grounds as he had done all his life, but in his 
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older age he had taken on some help from J. Clinton Garland, their next-door neighbor.310 On 

November 16, 1962, Lawson passed away in the rest home, but the staff chose not to tell Samuel 

for fear it would break his spirit.311 Unaware that his brother had passed, Samuel died on 

November 21, 1962, five days after his brother.312  

No longer limited by the agreement with the Simerlys, the state was able to move forward 

with the restoration of the property, but both the brothers had wills to settle their estates. Both 

their wills settled their debts and bequeathed small amounts of money to people that had helped 

them in their older ages but all of their “tangible items” were bequeathed to J. Clinton 

Garland.313 He became sole owner of all the items within the home and the outbuildings while 

the state owned the structures. Dr. Robert L. Kincaid, President of Lincoln Memorial University 

in 1951 and a member of the THC wrote a letter to Mary U. Rothrock and Mrs. McCown 

speaking of a report on the Tipton-Haynes home and recommending that the THC request that 

some items from the home be bequeathed to the state after the brothers’ passing. Because the 

brothers’ wills stated that their tangible items were to go to Garland, this recommendation must 

never have come to fruition.314 However, some items that belonged to the brothers still remain in 
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the home today, due to Garland descendants donating back to the site.315 Garland, after the 

passing of the brothers, was asked to become the caretaker of the home and property because he 

lived so close and now all the items in the buildings belonged to him.316 He accepted the position 

and asked if he could store his hay in the barn, which the state agreed to allow. He was also 

given a small monthly stipend of $25.00 for his work on the grounds.317  

In 1963 several community groups, the THC, and Mrs. McCown came together to discuss 

the direction of the restoration projects for the site. The attendees formed a coalition that became 

the Tipton-Haynes Restoration Association.318 This group was tasked with planning the 

preservation of the grounds and interpret the history of the site. In their first year they had a 

group by the name of J. E. Green Company of Johnson City come out and assess the buildings.319 

The Association contracted J. E. Green Company to restore the main house, barn, corncrib, and 

law office, along with work on the grounds to make the site accessible.320 The work was to cost 

the THC and the Restoration Association a total of $48,730.00, but in a letter from the THC 

executive secretary, James W. Moody, to Mary McCown, Moody stated that the Association was 
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to only request $25,000.00 for the restoration work. 321 322 This low acquisition of money 

postponed the project for a later date until ample amounts of funds could be raised.  

As the Restoration Association struggled to proceed, the state’s first issues with Garland 

arose. Copper wiring had been placed on each of the four historic elm trees to protect them from 

lightning strikes but it had been stolen “again.”323 After receiving no reply to a first letter to 

Garland, Mr. Moody wrote a second letter requesting information about the theft and about the 

layout of the new sub-division that Garland was creating adjacent to the Tipton-Haynes 

property.324 Specifically, Moody asked where the right-of-way was to be placed through the 

subdivision for accessing the Tipton-Haynes Cemetery.325 In his reply, Garland offered no 

apology for the stolen wire or any information about the new sub-division.326 In a subsequent 

letter to Mrs. McCown, Moody then inquired if she could look over the house and inquire about 

the stolen wire.327 In her reply to Moody, McCown asserted that Mr. Garland was getting richer 

and richer off of his land sales in the subdivision. She seems to despise the man for his not doing 

anything for the property and getting paid to be its caretaker. She continued in several more 

letters to discuss the property and the restoration that needed to be completed along with her 
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feelings towards Mr. Garland.328 The struggle with Garland over upkeep and a 1964 storm 

prevented the Restoration Association from proceeding with any of their restoration plans. 

Instead, they focused on the storm damage at hand.329  

While dealing with the 1964 storm damage, the THC received a letter from the city of 

Johnson City about the Tipton-Haynes home. In the letter, city representatives “made an offer to 

the state to use the property for a school bus garage and service area.”330 McCown learned of this 

letter and quickly began calling all interested parties in the property for them to show support for 

the site and set a meeting some time before Christmas of the that same year to halt the request of 

the city.331  

On November 30, 1964, representatives of the THC, members of the Restoration 

Association, and several local community members met to establish goals and plans for the 

restoration of the site, and to halt the advancement of the offer made to the state.332 By the time 

of the meeting, storms had broken out several windows and even ripped the original front door 

from the home.333 This meeting saw the creation of the Tipton-Haynes Historical Association 

that runs the site to the current day, and on February 22, the following year elections were held 
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for the new Association.334 Accepted on January 14, 1965, the charter for the Tipton-Haynes 

Historical Association Incorporated was accepted, allowing the THC  to begin transferring 

responsibilities of the site to them.335 Restoration work would now go through the Association 

for approval and work would commence under their observation. On June 30, 1965, Clinton 

Garland was sacked from his position as caretaker, which was taken over by Association 

members and his payment of $25.00 went towards site maintenance.336 Also, within this year the 

Association had no trouble getting monetary donations to the site for its extensive restoration 

plan. All but one of the founding members of the Association were Tipton descendants and 

strove to see their ancestral home in its pristine condition. In the subsequent years the 

Association and the THC began to accomplish the hard task of restoring the home and strove to 

open the grounds to the public. The J. E. Green Company was again contracted for the site's 

work that they had bid on a few years earlier and were allowed to begin work. The roofs of all 

the buildings and the main house became the center of the restoration.337 The main house 

required several types of work from the floors and foundations to painting and sanding; the 
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group even removed one of the three chimneys from the ell of the home.338 This restoration 

project took a few years to complete, but in 1971 the site officially opened to the public.339  

Mrs. McCown continued researching the Tipton family and all that the family 

accomplished adding the information to the site’s records and interpretation. In a letter from 

McCown to the new board of directors for the Association on February 28, 1965, she stated that 

Garland was selling his lots in the new subdivision neighboring the historic site for $2,000 to 

$2,500 and asked the board to think of the value of the site, not just in land but in historic 

value.340 She tried to connect the board to the site and encouraged them to be more dedicated 

because she wanted to unite the board against the growing encroachment of the community. 

Garland continued to be mentioned throughout the early records of the Association because he 

stored his hay in the barn even after being asked to step down from his position as caretaker. In 

1965 Garland offered to sell the Association logs from the old Hardin home to replace needed 

logs in the ell of the historic Tipton-Haynes home.341 McCown strongly stated that they wanted 

gifts not purchases and seemed to disregard Garland's offer entirely.342 All the hardship between 

McCown and Garland came to a head in late 1966 after it became clear that Garland had allowed 

houses to be built in his subdivision on the state-owned right-of-way to the cemetery where 

Colonel John Tipton and the Simerly family were buried. Both sides had to acquire legal counsel 
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to help settle the dispute over the encroachment.343 On October 14, 1966, Garland's counsel, 

William Guinn, proposed that the two parties exchange quitclaims to the other. This dispute 

continued into the following year.344  

On June 3, 1967, McCown wrote Sam B. Smith, chairman of the THC, of the meeting to 

take place that week between McCown, Garland, and each party's lawyer to discuss the property 

issue in further detail. She expressed hope that Smith could attend.345 Clearly frustrated by 

Garland's disregard for the state's right-of-way, McCown stated that Garland “usurped” the deeds 

held by the state and she was actively tracking down information on the right-of-way.346 Garland, 

she continued, failed to use the plot description that was sent to the THC some years prior and 

had created a new one which caused the homes to be built on state property.347 McCown 

informed Smith of every stipulation that Garland had broken before the meeting was to take 

place.  

While the parties met June 7, 1967, to discuss the situation, no record exists of what 

transpired.348 However, as a June 19 letter from Garland's lawyer, Quinn, to Chairman Smith 

reveals, Garland and the THC had come to a conclusion that the quitclaims were to be the best 
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solution. 349 The state would quitclaim the easement to Garland while Garland was to quitclaim 

lot number eight directly behind the cemetery.350 This was to protect the view towards the site 

but would alter the original purchase from the Simerly brothers' tract number two. In the letter to 

Smith, Quinn listed the new tract’s description to be placed in the deed books. Quinn further 

states that “this conveyance would be in full settlement of all claims against Mr. and Mrs. 

Garland.”351 The matter between the Garlands, the THC, and the Association was closed later 

that year. Garland went basically un-heard from for the following three years. He resurfaced as 

the Association was contemplating the construction of an amphitheater for the play “The Lost 

State of Franklin.”352 Garland appeared before the Johnson City Planning Commission to argue 

that the amphitheater's construction would increase traffic flow through his neighborhood.353 

Both the THC and the Johnson City Planning Commission accepted the Associations request but 

no such amphitheater was built.354  

With such actions being enacted on the site by Clinton Garland and the Association, the 

physical interpretation of the site was forced to change. By closing off access to the cemetery by 

building homes on the right-of-way, unless entering the neighborhood itself, Garland 

successfully altered the way the site could have interpreted Tipton history. The right-of-way 

would have allowed access for patrons to visit the grave of Colonel Tipton while also giving a 
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talking point for the tour guide to interpret the grounds. As an internal influence, McCown strove 

to keep the site intact and the grounds as agreed upon. Her dedication led her to call on the board 

for action and to alter their understanding of the site as not just a piece of land but also as a 

significant piece of history that should be protected, no matter if it was a small stretch of land or 

not. Through hers and the Associations tenacity the agreement of the back lot was reached. 

These influences may have been small in terms of historical interpretation but through choice 

history can be forgotten or built over.  

McCown and other Association members continued to research into the Tipton family 

and the home to expand on the legacy of their ancestors and the interpretive value of the site. A 

letter from Dennis T. Lawson, THC field representative, to Mrs. McCown, Lawson gave a list of 

secondary source work that he came across containing information on the site that could aid 

McCown in her research.355 All but one of the listed sources pertained to the Tipton era of the 

home while another was the master’s thesis by James W. Bellamy on Landon Cater Haynes’ 

political career.356 He further stated that he will continue his search for more records to aid in the 

development of the site’s history and restoration of the site.357 In what seems to be an October 1 

response letter to Lawson, McCown stated that more research needed to be completed on the 

Haynes era of the home and Haynes himself, for she had very little on his time in the home.358 

Not much research at this time had been completed on the Haynes family and their time in the 

home other than the thesis. The only decision that represented any or part of the Haynes family 
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was regarding the main house and the period of restoration to the antebellum era. This was when 

the Haynes family were the inhabitants of the home. made in honor of Haynes at this time was 

during restoration of the house is it was to be restored to the antebellum era, during which 

Haynes was the home’s inhabitant.359 This was decided due to the THC and the Association 

wishing to restore the home as it was standing and not remove any key parts of the structure.360  

The Association for years had been working to restore the site and its structures to 

represent the days of the Tipton family and wished to interpret the site as such. The members of 

the Association created brochures and written tours to interpret the site’s history for visitors to 

use as they moved through the site. Those interpretations were to aid the Association in 

educating the public on the site and influencing visitors’ thoughts of the site’s vital role in the 

establishment of Tennessee. Influence on the historical interpretation, such as the Association 

members elevation of one owner of the historic site’s history over another and the exclusion of 

history, can be seen throughout the early brochures. This exclusion represented how influence 

internal or external can alter the educational value and expansion of history to a site’s visitors by 

a choice of one over another.   

Completed in 1967 before the site opened to the public, the site’s first brochure helped to 

educate the community about the site’s historical significance to the region and called for aid in 

raising funds to finish the site’s restoration.361  To educate the public on the site’s significance 

the Association chose to interpret the life of Colonel John Tipton and his time in the State of 
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Franklin movement.362 Several short paragraphs were written on this and the life of Colonel 

Tipton while the Association chose only to state that Landon Carter Haynes owned the home and 

held the position of Confederate senator. This choice is an internal influence on the interpretation 

of the site as the Association limited the expansion of the site’s history solely to the Tipton time 

period of ownership. The same actions of limitation can be seen throughout the site’s brochures 

from the first in 1967 to the 1990s when the Haynes family’s story was added to the brochures.  

Throughout the brochures the Association interpreted the involvement of the Tipton 

family in the State of Franklin movement and continued to elevate this history by emphasizing 

its importance to the creation of Tennessee.363 While each also interpreted the site’s structures to 

have been built by Colonel Tipton, further research would discover this to be false. Each of the 

brochures continually limited the Haynes history until the inclusion of information on Haynes’s 

career as a lawyer and his time in the home, and the inclusion of Haynes’ portrait on the front 

cover of a brochure completed in the 1990s.364 Also, included in the 1990s brochure was a full 

timeline of the home including the ownership by the Haynes family.365 Through the influences of 

personal choice a site’s history can be limited to interpret only what is believed to be the best of 

history. Influencing history in this manner can alter a person’s understanding of historical events 

and cause a disconnect between the factual history and what is being interpreted. The site’s 

brochures are an excellent example of these limitations as most limited the scope of Tipton-

Haynes’ educational value and took almost twenty years to correct.   
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With the brochures of the site influencing the visitors and raising funds for construction, 

the Association had a financial basis to begin construction of a museum. The Association along 

with the THC raised roughly $17,000.00 to construct a log building to house the site’s first 

visitor center and resemble the other log buildings on the grounds.366 Though the structure was 

completed as the site’s museum and built to resemble other structures, it was to be a part of the 

interpretation as well. The museum was to represent a slave quarters on site.367 The Association 

knew the Tipton and Haynes families owned slaves which were to be interpreted during the tour 

at the museum.368   

Several glass cases were placed in the new museum and filled with artifacts from the site, 

one case for the Tipton family and one for Haynes.369 Using these artifacts the interpretation of 

the site began as the visitors entered the center. After the completion of the museum it took 

another three years to open the site to the public, though school fieldtrips were being hosted as 

early as 1970.370 The site had not opened due to the delay in completion of the restoration of the 

site’s buildings and grounds. Using the cases of artifacts during school fieldtrips the Association 

educated the site’s visitors on the significance of the site and its inhabitants. A newspaper 

clipping from 1970 shows a bus unloading the students for the site’s first school fieldtrip.371 A 

second clipping states that “actual experience is an important part of a child’s 
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education…experiences like exploring caves and visiting historical sites.”372 The Association 

strove to spread the knowledge and experience of the site to insure that once they opened to the 

public the students would return with their parents to further the spread of the sites history.  

In summer 1970, as publicity for the site increased, two articles appeared in the 

Tennessee Historical Quarterly.373 These two articles were written by men whom the site knew 

well but who were not part of the Association. In the first article, Dennis T. Lawson wrote on the 

history of the site from Colonel Tipton’s settlement to the restoration efforts in the 1950s with 

the clearing of the natural spring.374 Not much had changed from the brochures the previous 

years because Lawson focused heavily on the Tipton family and Colonel Tipton’s involvement 

in the State of Franklin and little on the Haynes time period.375 Most interpretations from the 

early years of the Association center on the Franklin movement, which can be seen through 

records in the sites archives as they pertain to the failed movement. Though Haynes’ 

representation in comparison was under developed, Lawson gave a more detailed description of 

Haynes’ life and inhabitants of the home than what the Association had published previous to 

this article.376 This is the first detailed version of the sites history and could have been used as 

the first interpretation of the site when they opened the following year. 

Written by John J. Baratte, the second article challenged the Tipton-focused narrative 

preferred by the Association because it emphasized the restoration of the historic site and its 
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buildings.377 Baratte attributed the construction of many of the buildings and the majority of the 

home to Landon Carter Haynes and his time of ownership.378 He wrote about each building and 

when it was possibly added to the site but spends most of his time on the house and the many 

additions that were made to it, most of which, Baratte stated Haynes constructed.379 Future 

testing of the buildings discredited some of these findings but the article does prove there was 

Haynes history to be interpreted on the grounds of the site and in writing but was overlooked by 

the early Association members.380 The two articles discussed how the THC and the Association 

interpreted the state's history. Both organizations wrote on the family that helped bring down a 

usurper state and create the new State of Tennessee while they focused far less heavily on the 

man who helped lead the state into the Civil War. The second article is the first to explain 

Haynes’ history in a more inclusive fashion to the site’s history. This was accomplished since the 

author was not a part of the Association and not limited by their beliefs. The second article gives 

way to explaining how influences internal and external can affect historical interpretation. The 

Association had not published anything of this nature on the Haynes family and chose to 

interpret the Tipton family while an outside researcher took it upon himself to write a more equal 

interpretation of the site.    

As the completion of the restoration approached, the Association began to plan for a 

grand opening celebration for the site. The date was set for April 17, 1971, nine years after the 
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Simerly brothers passed and the state gained ownership.381 The celebration was to honor all of 

the hard work that had been done by Mrs. McCown, the THC, and the restoration crews that had 

brought the historic site back to life.382 The opening celebration was a huge success but as time 

moved forward that year the Association noticed that the public was not visiting the site in the 

numbers that they had anticipated. The Association requested that the THC provide new funds to 

help aid in the acquisition of a summer director to help publicize the monument and the work 

that had been put into making the site a historic museum and continue development of events.383 

Using much of the research into the Tipton family completed by Mrs. McCown, the 

Association created a walking tour of the site to help educate the site’s visitors.384 The 

Association printed out a written tour for visitors to read as they moved through the site’s 

structures but contained little information on each of the buildings. On one side paper contained 

information about the site's owners and historical events that had occurred on location, while the 

reverse side specifically recorded the history of the Lost State of Franklin. The flier heavily 

interpreted the Tipton family, for at the time still little information of the Haynes family had 

been used by the Association in the interpretation of the site.385 They chose to represent their 
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ancestor’s history through the Battle of the Lost State as the history of the site in its entirety.386 

The Association chose to interpret Tipton history and their legacy within the creation of the state, 

over Landon Carter Haynes, whose history linked the site to rebellion. 

After visitors took the walking tour they could purchase a brochure written by McCown 

titled “Tipton-Haynes Living Historical Farm,” with historical information and information on 

the restoration of the site.387 Though short, the historical information included within centered 

solely on Colonel Tipton, his involvement in the State of Franklin movement, and his 

involvement in Tennessee politics.388 Two small paragraphs are granted to the Haynes family’s 

ownership of the home; however, much of the information consisted of history on David Haynes, 

L.C. Haynes’s father, and on the governorships of Bob and Alf Taylor, two brothers who were 

nephews of Landon Carter Haynes.389 The majority of the brochure consisted of information on 

the many restoration projects that took place to open the site to the public, followed by a list of 

the upcoming events at the site and parties that the Association hosted that year.390 Even with the 

lack of history on either family, the overwhelming representation of how Colonel John Tipton 

was involved in the State of Franklin continued to be ever present in the interpretation of the 

site’s history.  
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As the Association continued and more people began to visit the site, they decided to 

create a newsletter for the people that joined the membership organization. The newsletters 

became a way for the Association to spread the news of the site and a way to spread some of the 

site’s interesting historical stories. The Association began to send these out in 1983 with a small 

agenda of requesting new funds for the site’s restoration that still was in need of completion and 

by listing the accomplishments of the site through the events they had hosted that season.391 

However, in 1988 the newsletter was transformed into “The Link.”392 This new revised 

newsletter continued the pattern of the earlier version, relating the history of the site and 

honoring the members of the Association. Included in some of the editions were “Tipton-Haynes 

Nuggets of History,” and “Times of the Tiptons.”393 Most of these two sections consisted of how 

the restoration of the site proceeded in the 1960s and 1970s and of the Tipton’s time within the 

home, but a select few do contain historical material pertaining to the totality of the site’s 

history.394  

Unfortunately, throughout the early and mid-1980s the Association lost many of its 

founding members. While some retired, others passed away. Site historian Mary Hardin 

McCown died November 22, 1985.395 As new members of the board began to be elected, they 

continued the exaltation of the Tipton family over the Haynes family, mostly because the Tipton 

history was what they had inherited from the founding members. They continued the newsletters 
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and based the interpretation of the site on McCown's research and the Tennessee Historical 

Quarterly article. However, as the new Association members began to settle into their roles they 

began to research into the history of the site and all its owners. This can be seen in the new tours 

were being written which altered the interpretation of the site using newly discovered 

information. 

In the 1980s, the Association members began recording the history of the site on cassette 

tapes for visitors to listen to while touring the site. While some of the cassettes have dates written 

on them, most are not dated. As the tapes progress the interpretations alter slightly as if new 

information was being added as research was completed. Most of the tapes are of a short nature 

depending on where the visitor is on the grounds. This allows for a brief interpretation to be 

given and allows for the visitors themselves to enjoy their time on the grounds. Interpretation is 

not always done by a tour guide; a visitor will understand different aspects of the history and 

interpret the history differently than the guide. Visual along with audio cues around the site aided 

the interpretation of the grounds, and the audio cassettes became an innovative way for the 

Association to spread the historical knowledge of the site. The cassettes also alleviated the need 

for tour guides as the Association was limited on volunteers until the hiring of Elizabeth 

Dubberly as tour director in 1983.396  

The earliest dated tape in the collection from 1981, is titled “school tour,” and is believed 

to feature Johnson City historian Ray Stahl.397 The tape opens with a welcome to the site and 

continues into the history, mentioning Colonel John Tipton and Landon Haynes as the two 

prominent owners of the home. After mentioning the two owners, the speaker directed listeners 
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to the cave, interpreted as being used by Native Americans, Daniel Boone, and the first white 

colonial settlers in the region before the farmstead was established.398 After speaking of the cave 

he moved to interpreting most of the site's outbuildings and ascribes construction of the buildings 

to Colonel John Tipton, differing from the article written by John Baratte in 1970, that stated 

Haynes built most of the buildings. 399 Moving from the buildings the interpreter spoke of the 

events of the home in chronological order as Colonel Tipton purchased the land to his death. 

This order began as the tour entered the basement kitchen and the tape interpreted Colonel 

Tipton building the cabin in 1783. The tape then explained how the home was a log structure 

using the examples of the floor joists and the logs that have been exposed on the back porch of 

the home for visitors to see.400 Also while speaking of these two areas he examined Colonel 

Tipton’s ownership of slaves, which also stayed in the basement kitchen. 401 Colonel Tipton’s 

story continued except for a brief interlude recording the law office and its construction by 

Landon Haynes.402 He mentioned how Haynes’ law office, to the docents current date, is the 

oldest in Johnson City, and offered nothing about the Haynes family's time in the home or L. C. 

Haynes' life in politics.403 The tape then transitioned to the ell of the home where he explained 

that the two structures, the ell and the main home, were separate buildings in the time of the 
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Tipton family.404 The kitchen was interpreted as being constructed by Colonel Tipton for use as a 

summer kitchen with the basement serving as kitchen during the winter.405 

The interpretation on the tape ended with the tour guide leading the tour inside the home. 

The tape did not interpret the rooms but did initially explain layout of the home. 406 The 

interpreter stated that the home was segregated between the two families that lived there, with 

the main portion of the home furnished to Colonel Tipton and the rest to the Haynes era.407 No 

other history was given about the Haynes family or when they would have lived in the home. 

This first recorded interpretation still followed the earlier Tipton emphasis. The Association had 

changed some of its members but the history itself still remained untouched from Mary Hardin 

McCown's written version.  

In August, 1981, Margaret Shurtz, women’s program director for WJCW, a radio station 

in Johnson City, Tennessee, recorded a second recording specifically for school field trips.408 

This tape included some of the information that appeared in the earlier tape but also included 

several stories about the grounds and added an expansive amount of detail to the interpreted 

history. Shurtz separated the tour into segments covering specific eras of the site’s history. First, 

she began at the museum entrance where the outbuildings of the site can be seen.409 She then 

backtracked in history as the tour moved to the cave to interpret the first people to use the site 
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before the establishment of the farmstead.410 Using an American Elm tree near the spring house 

she gave visual cues to how the site’s timeline would have advanced. She had the school kids 

imagine the tree as a sapling while speaking of the cave and then how the sapling became a 

hundred years older and bigger when the home was being built. 411 As she finished each portion 

of her tour, she gave time for the school kids to move around the grounds giving them a chance 

to experience what she had just interpreted and adding further visual connections to the historical 

value.412  

Starting the tour from the museum entrance, the students could visually grasp the layout 

of the site and see the outbuildings that the families would have used for grains or animals. The 

student’s ability to see the buildings allowed Shultz to interpret the site through a physical sense 

and interpret the facts of the historical owners using the structures.  Shultz interpreted each of the 

buildings such as the barn and corncrib, on how each were used by the Tipton family. She 

included a story about Colonel Tipton’s prized races horses, Irish Gray and Diomed, that would 

have stayed in the barn. 413 Shurtz continued to interpret the Tipton family as owning many other 

forms of livestock that stayed elsewhere on the property. 414 She continued by interpreting the 

spring and still house that she believed were built by Colonel Tipton as well, and how he made 

his own “spirits and wines.”415 She then took the tour to the bottom of the hill where they could 

sit under the historic Elm tree near the spring house (it is no longer standing) to begin her 
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historical interpretation of the cave. She explained that the cave had been used for hundreds or 

even thousands of years as the history stretches back to the Native Americans.416  

Using the visual aspect of the grounds, she interpreted the cave through the growth of the 

elm the students sat under. By doing this she asked the kids to think of the tree when it was a 

sapling and the buffalo were moving through the meadow. 417 Many Natives and white settlers 

moved through the region and used the cave which Shurtz elaborates on while still using the 

stages of the tree’s life cycle. She then allowed the students to experience the cave for 

themselves to physically interpret the information that they just heard. After the students finished 

in the cave, they returned to the elm and be seated facing the main home. By having them face 

the main home Shurtz offered another visual interpretation of the site.  

Shurtz began the second part of her tour by asking the students to imagine the elm a 

hundred years older to interpret the site under the ownership of the Henry and Tipton families.418 

The interpretation then begins by saying that the property was a part of a land grant to Samuel 

Henry whom “did not want to live here” and sold it to Colonel Tipton.419 She explained how 

Colonel Tipton was a prominent man in Virginia before moving to the western region of North 

Carolina. Shurtz spoke of the State of Franklin and how it tried to separate from the mother state 

to govern itself. She quickly moved through the history of Franklin but spent a great deal on the 

Battle of the Lost State of Franklin using the home as a visual aspect of the battle field.420 Shurtz 

explained how Tipton took some of Sevier’s (the Governor) slaves and how Sevier mustered the 
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militia to retrieve his stolen property.421 This action by Colonel Tipton started the battle which 

took part on the last three days of February and became the “only battle that John Sevier ever 

lost.”422 Shurtz discussed much of the battle and how Colonel Tipton’s forces were able to force 

back Sevier’s militia with aid from Sullivan County.423 After interpreting how the Franklin 

movement failed, Shurtz interpreted the history of Colonel Tipton until his death in 1813 and 

how he held many political offices working alongside John Sevier later in life.424  

As Shurtz’s interpretation came to a close with the death of Colonel Tipton, she 

mentioned that the home was sold by Tipton’s heir who fought in the War of 1812.425 She then 

began the interpretation of the home after it was bought by David Haynes but stated that the 

purchase was in 1834, when it truly was in 1837, three years later.426 This portion of the 

interpretation differed from all other recordings of the site’s history, which could be a mistake, 

but being one of the first recordings it could be due to the historical information provided was 

mistaken. Still, Haynes' history had not been thoroughly researched. Shurtz continued by sharing 

that David Haynes had a large family with twelve children. She then stated that the home was 

given by David to his oldest son Landon as a wedding present for him and his new wife Elenore, 

and she noted briefly that Landon Haynes became a Confederate senator from Tennessee.427 She 
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also stated that Landon Haynes had to leave his home after the Civil War due to hostile 

sentiments against him and that he sold the property in 1871.428 No other history of Landon 

Carter Haynes or any of the Haynes family was mentioned in this part of the tour. 

For the next part of her tour, Shurtz took the tour group to the law office just beside the 

main house. She did not allow the tour to enter the law office but did allow tour participants to 

look in the windows. After the tour participants finished looking in, they were told to move 

around the main house to look at the basement kitchen and then wait on the back porch at the ell 

of the home.429 Nothing was said about Haynes’ law career or the history of the building at this 

time. Once the tour entered the ell of the home, Shurtz dictated that the kitchen portion of the ell 

was built by Colonel John Tipton for his summer kitchen.430 She also interpreted it as being a 

separate building until the dining room and “dog trot” (back porch of main home, loom room) 

were enclosed.431 As the interpretation of the construction of the home continued, Shurtz 

mentioned the main log cabin within the front portion of the home and the additions that were 

made, but she did not mention by whom. At this point she finished her tour by stating that the 

furnishings of the home date to the antebellum era of the 1840s, when the Haynes family lived 

on the property and had owned it for several years. Despite mentions of the Haynes family, 

however, she almost solely interpreted the site through the Tipton perspective. Using visual 

connections throughout her tour seemed to be an excellent addition giving the students 

something to understand easily but entering the home with an understanding of the late 1700s 

and early 1800s only to visually interpret the home much later changes the perspective of the 
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history itself. This influence of interpretation alters a visitor’s understanding of the home 

drastically as they are informed of the pioneer era outside only to enter the home structured in 

the antebellum era. A drastic change in the representation can cause a disconnect between the 

visitor, the guide, and the site.   

Shurtz finished her tour of the site by showing visitors the smoke house, the “cook's 

house,” and the outhouse.432 From the 1980 recordings, Shurtz’s tour was the most complete 

interpretation of the site. The recording manifests how the Association interpreted the site’s 

history and how they viewed Colonel John Tipton’s time at the site. By presenting Tipton history 

over the Haynes or the Simerly histories shows the influence of how the internal workings of the 

Association chose what history was more important, and how they chose to alter the site’s full 

interpretation to represent only a portion of the site’s history.  

On the reverse side of Shurtz's school tour tape is a second school tour by a docent 

believed to be Ray Stahl but will be referred to as the male docent due to not knowing who 

actually gave the tour. Stahl became the Tipton-Haynes Historical Association historian after 

Mary McCown.433 The docent’s tour, most likely given in August, 1981, consisted of much of 

the same information as Shurtz’s recorded tour.434 The male docent introduced the site and its 

two main inhabitants as he began describing the museum and all that it contained from the 

Tipton period.435 Like Shurtz, the male docent described the outbuildings around the museum, 
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while informing the tour of their uses and how Colonel Tipton built them.436 However, his 

interpretation diverged from Schurtz' when he described how Landon Carter Haynes expanded 

the Tipton's log home by using frame construction to add the ell of the home.437 The male docent 

then briefly explained how Haynes was the first lawyer in Johnson City and his law office is the 

oldest law office still standing.438 Like Ms. Shurtz, the male docent discussed the cave and all 

who would have used it, and he interpreted the history of Colonel John Tipton, spending much of 

this segment on the State of Franklin.439 He used the correct dates in his recording for when the 

home was bought by David Haynes, who gave it to Landon Carter Haynes.440  

The male docent then drastically changed interpretation compared to Shurtz’s tour for the 

visitors. The docent interprets the home from the Haynes perspective due to the furnishings and 

the structure itself. 441 This had little bearing on the history interpreted as it still relied heavily on 

the Tipton history but used the home as a visual representation of the antebellum time period. 442  

Even with interpreting the histories of the site from a different viewpoint certain similarities were 

made between the two recordings as both docents interpreted the kitchen within the ell as being 

built by Tipton and the two connecting rooms by Haynes. 443  
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Though the tapes were created roughly at the same time they differ in the interpretation 

of the site’s history. Differences in interpretation can cause disconnects between the site, its 

docents, and its visitors that could alter the value of the site to the community. Without 

community visitation and involvement, Tipton-Haynes and historic sites across the nation would 

not survive. A docent’s influence on interpretation can also cause a false interpretation to be told 

and expanded upon. A non-factual interpretation, whether it be due to lack of information or by 

choice, can alter a site’s interpretation for years to come as that interpretation is passed from 

docent to docent.  However, a difference in an interpretation can also aid the site in keeping 

visitors’ interest in the site but must be constructed from the factual information. Visitors 

possibly do not wish to hear the same history over and over and allowing alterations to 

interpretation grants the ability for the visitor and the tour guide to expand their understandings 

of the history and the site.  

Other undated tapes in the collection are titled after specific sections of the tour, such as a 

welcoming to the museum and interpretations in the basement kitchen. The speaker on the three 

tapes titled “basement kitchen” all resemble the docent of the 1981 tape, believed to be Ray 

Stahl. The docent interpreted the small kitchen for the visitors by beginning with Colonel Tipton 

and his move from Virginia in 1783.444 He then quickly mentioned that Landon Carter Haynes 

did  remodel the home during his ownership in the 1840s and 1850s.445 The speaker continued 

then with the history of the rooms and how they protected the family from Native Americans and 

housed slaves that Tipton brought from Virginia.446 Next, he discussed the State of Franklin and 
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how it impacted the home through the Battle of the Lost State of Franklin.447 This became his 

main talking point as he described how the battle traversed three days, a history of each day of 

the battle, and how Sherriff Johnathon Pugh was shot.448 This interpretation explained how John 

Sevier was forced to retreat from the battle and made Colonel Tipton out to be the hero of the 

day.449 Although the tour still being in the basement kitchen, the docent mentioned the additions 

to the home made by Landon Haynes, such as the sitting room. Dendrochronological tests in 

2008 have shown that John Tipton Jr. was the one to remodel the main structure.450 Two 

following tapes were made by a tour guide in the basement kitchen but the content referenced 

only the State of Franklin and the battle that took place at the Tipton-Haynes site. These next two 

tapes further the advancement of Colonel Tipton’s stature and popularity.  

The next several tapes do not pertain to the site's interpreted history; one is of note. Dr. C. 

Clifford Boyd, Jr. of the Institute of Appalachian Affairs at East Tennessee State University 

(ETSU) held a conference on site about the excavations that he had led on the grounds with his 

students in 1985.451 He spoke of the many artifacts that were found and trash pits that were 

excavated to help represent the site's history through material collections.452 He also mentioned 

how his class discovered a foundation that was believed to be an offset kitchen from the home 

and several items that relate to a kitchen.453 This information is still included in current Tipton-
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Haynes tours as visitors enter the ell of the main house. Boyd continued by discussing some of 

the techniques that the students were taught and used to excavate around the site. He sought to 

inform his audience that any disturbance in the sediment destroys some of the history beneath, so 

caution had to be used when excavating.454 The  discovery of a new foundation corrected the 

earlier interpretation that contained the assertion that Colonel Tipton built the summer kitchen, 

because the newly discovered foundation pre-dates the summer kitchen's construction. Influence 

on interpretation such as further research and archeological surveys continue to alter the history 

of the site and its interpretation. Because Boyd’s team tested many locations around every major 

building on site and the cave, his archeological digs began to influence the site's interpretation 

and how staff understood the Native Americans and the early eras of the site's history455  

After the 1970s and 1980s the tour began to take a new shape. During the 1980s many of 

the founding members of the Association began to pass or move away from their responsibilities 

allowing others to take their place. This change in the Association brought in a new life to the 

interpretation and research into all the site’s history. The new Association members began 

research into all the owners of the home and their accomplishments instead of limiting the site 

and its visitors to one specific era in history. This new information began to alter the 

interpretation of the site to a more complete tale of the site’s history and its historical value to the 

region. With each of the tour recordings, brochures, and written tours, it became apparent that 

docents had some room to interpret the site’s history along with interesting facts from the period 

being interpreted. This created differences in tours and different connections to be made to the 

historical value of the site. However, the differences must interpret the same information to 

remain factual and not to produce falsehoods. Tours must alter as time progresses as interests of 
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the public could change overtime. Not altering its interpretation could cause a disconnect from 

the community and visitors, while possibly causing a site to close due to low attendance. 

Influence on tours whether it comes from the docent themselves or the visitors to the site can 

have a drastic impact on how the history is presented to the public. Without alterations to a tour 

as presented by many of Tipton-Haynes docents, the site would have lost its mission to educate 

the public on the site’s vital role in early American history and East Tennessee history, but also 

through these tour’s interpretation of only half a story can also harm the site. With the site 

presenting half of its historical value the Association alienated an entire family that could have 

helped establish the site and aided in its restoration projects. Through internal and personal 

influences of the early Association members the site interpreted in large part the Tipton family 

and the early pioneer era and represented the heroic actions of their ancestors that lived within 

the home. It was not until external works were written and presented to the Association that 

Haynes history was largely included into the interpretation of the site. Alterations to historical 

interpretations must be made for historic sites to remain relevant to their visitors in fear of 

becoming irrelevant. Although the Association and many of the docents of Tipton-Haynes 

interpreted almost solely the Tipton history, alterations to the interpretation can be tracked. The 

sites history began to change as a new board began to influence the sites direction and began new 

research into the Haynes family. Also, influences on the site such as the excavations by Dr. 

Boyd’s archeological team helped to alter the site’s history forever by presenting new evidence 

that the main house had different construction dates than previously interpreted. Through these 

alterations Tipton-Haynes during the 1970s and 1980s remained a relevant site to the 

community, but still drastically favored only a portion of the site’s history.  
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CHAPTER 4. INFLUENCES 

 

Historic sites face many different forms of influence that affect change in sites’ historical 

interpretation and the connections to the community around them. Many secondary works 

discuss several influences that could alter a site for the betterment or for the worse. These works 

illustrate how historic sites have faced these alterations, advanced their connections to the 

community around them, and expanded upon their interpretations to remain relevant to the 

public. Connections between these works and Tipton-Haynes can be drawn as many of these 

same influences have changed Tipton-Haynes forever. Also, Tipton-Haynes faced many internal 

influences that changed the site’s interpretation, some for the worse, but were overcome allowing 

for further research and expansion upon the interpretation of the site.  

Throughout Tipton-Haynes’s history, the Association, staff, and volunteers have strived 

to incorporate as much of the proven evidentiary history as possible into the interpretation and 

have moved away from the exclusion of history, due to its offensive nature. All history should be 

presented and interpreted so that individuals can shape their own opinions of America’s past. 

Inclusions of historical value, such as the inclusion of women’s, children’s, and slaves’ roles into 

the interpretation of a site, advance the understanding of and connections to the community and 

visitors. Through these connections historic sites across the nation can survive and continue to 

educate on their historical significance. Without community involvement and visitors to the site, 

historic sites lose their main goal of educating and must alter their path to recapture the relevance 

to the people or be forced to close. Alterations to interpretation continually aid a site in 

connecting the public to the history and allow for a site to remain open. Throughout time, 

Tipton-Haynes has faced these internal and external influences and have achieved a renewed 
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interpretation allowing for better connectivity to the public and a better understanding of the 

site’s pastime.  

As Tipton-Haynes progressed presenting the history of the Tipton family, so did the 

vision for future events and historical education for the site and its visitors. In 1983, the 

Association voted to name Faith Stahl, one of the last remaining charter members of the Tipton-

Haynes Historical Association still assisting with the site in the 1980s, to be the site's first 

director.456 She served from 1983 to 1986. She had previously served on many committees and 

was president of the board from 1970-1971.457 Her vast knowledge of the site and long-time 

dedication to bringing in visitors as the volunteer director aided the Associations decision in 

asking her to direct the site daily and represent the site’s history to the best of her ability. Stahl’s 

plan was to resurrect the failed theatrical play that had been the Association's goal since its 

conception, and which would honor the contributions of the Tipton family to the creation of 

Tennessee. Though she seems to have worked diligently in the pursuit of the play and in the 

daily operations of the site, she was not able to create a suitable theatrical script for the 

Association and the Tennessee Historical Commission as it was not enacted through her tenure 

as director.458   
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 However, Stahl did honor the Tipton family and all families that lived in the region 

during the State of Franklin (1784-1788) by creating the Lost State of Franklin Certificate.459 

This certificate was intended for presentation to any person who had an ancestor who had lived 

in the failed state during its existence. Stahl had many ideas to propel the site into a new 

direction with its interpretation of history allowing for all families of the site to be recognized, 

such as the certificate for recognition of the Tipton family and events for the Haynes family. 

Before she could implement many of her ideas, however, she resigned.460 She did this because of 

the backlash that she had been receiving from the Association on the topic of slavery. During her 

time as director she had been diligently working to understand the use and applications of 

slavery on the site by both families, Tipton and Haynes, but was continually shut down by the 

Association. During the numerous years of restoration, the Association researched the likely use 

of every building on site and interpreted them as such, except for a small building that stood 

between the Law Office and the Joiner Shop. The Association believed that it was the site's slave 

cabin and wished to leave out this portion of interpretation. Subsequently, they removed the 

building from the grounds, forever changing the history of the site.461 They felt that it would give 

a bad impression of the Tipton family and they wished to preserve their family’s reputation 

clearer.  
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 Faith Stahl wished to advance the history of the site, and the board continually rejected 

her efforts to enhance the educational value of the site’s history. She felt that all of the site's 

history should be told and interpreted -- good or bad -- and that visitors should be allowed to hear 

how even families as honored as the Tiptons owned slaves. However, on January 2, 1986, she 

ended her continual battle with the Association and tendered her resignation.462 Within the 

resignation she wrote, “I am ‘retiring’ from the association with Tipton-Haynes Historical 

Association. My decision is irrevocable.”463 Stahl’s reason for her resignation shows how 

internal pressures can stall the progression of information added to the interpretation of a site. 

With her resignation the site once more sunk into a stretch of Tipton preservation with only small 

amounts of research on any other families that owned the property.  

Though Stahl resigned before the Association’s play on the Lost State of Franklin could 

come to fruition, she was successful in beginning the event the “Farm Festival,” which told the 

story of the Lost State of Franklin through a reenactment.464 The reenactment interpreted the 

historical event and the actions taken by both the Tipton and Sevier forces through the 

interpretation of each reenactor. This allowed for the event not to be restricted by a script or play 

scenario and gave interpretive rights to the men and women involved. This reenactment went on 

for years until declining attendance undermined its usefulness to the site. In 2004 the “Maple 

Syrup Festival” was added to the event to help draw in attendance, but the reenactment did not 
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survive after that year, although the Maple Syrup Festival continues to this day.465 In 1987 at the 

request of the group Sons of Confederate Veterans, a small Civil War Reenactment was added to 

the events for that year.466 The event was to raise awareness in the community of the Civil War 

and to interpret the lives of soldiers in camp life.   

The reenactment being the second reenactment sponsored by an outside organization to 

be hosted by Tipton-Haynes, became a major alteration to the interpretations of the site for the 

Civil War period, but only interpreted the Civil War overall. The SCV did little to aid the 

advancement of historical education of the Haynes family other than telling of the ownership of 

the home by a Confederate senator, which was the only history the Association interpreted for 

Haynes since the Association’s conception.467 However, during the event the Association did 

allow visitors through the main house and interpreted the home through the antebellum era as it 

had been furnished to that time period.468 Still, the Association knew little about Haynes and his 

life, a topic which would not be included in the interpretation of the site for a few more years.   

Also, in 1987, Betty Ballew was hired as the site’s new director.469 Ballew helped 

establish a bus tour connecting sites across East Tennessee with historical connections to the 

Lost State of Franklin movement. This tour, organized just as the other site events had been 
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organized, centered on the presentation and interpretation of Colonel John Tipton and his support 

for North Carolina over the growing movement in the 1780s. It consisted of four stops across the 

region at museums and historic homes that all played a major role in the history of the failed 

state, such as the remains of the home of Governor John Sevier. The last stop of the tour ended at 

Tipton-Haynes. While the tour route interpreted the early growth of the Franklin movement, the 

portion of the tour at Tipton-Haynes highlighted the demise of Franklin by allowing tour 

participants to walk the grounds where the Battle of The Lost State of Franklin occurred and 

Governor John Sevier began his retreat from the Tipton property. The tour was launched in 1987 

but was not continued the following year for unknown reason. Also, Director Ballew did not 

return for a second year as director and Mrs. Rebecca Thomas was hired in her place.470  

As the history of the site continued to develop, it seemed that the events of the site were 

leaving a major inhabitant out of the picture. Under the new director this absence became even 

more apparent as the site moved forward with the Farm Festival that encompassed the Franklin 

reenactment and the Bicentennial Commemoration of the Lost State of Franklin. This event 

incorporated the struggle, hardship, and dedication of the people that lived in this region on both 

sides during the Franklin movement. The site continued its sole interpretation of its first 

inhabitant Colonel John Tipton with every aspect of the history, tours, and events, but under 

Director Thomas the first interpretations of Landon Carter Haynes took place with the SCV 

reenactment. The Association solely hosted its first Civil War Reenactment two years later in 

1989.471 The reenactment educated the site's visitors on the life and career of Landon Carter 
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Haynes within the Confederate government, and his time in the home. Part of the interpretation 

stated that Haynes made great strides opening the region to transportation and trade that 

improved a lot of families secluded by the mountains and supported the connection of the 

railway through the Haynesville region of Tennessee (current day Johnson City).472 

 Though the Reenactment was cancelled the following year (1990) the reenactment 

sparked the additional need for historical interpretation for the Haynes family and the 

Association began researching the life of Landon Carter Haynes.473 The Haynes research began 

to alter the path of the Association and the site itself as the Haynes family history, that had been 

ignored for decades, began to grow the understanding and interest of the site. Canceled along 

with the Civil War Reenactment was the Farm Festival that had been the site’s first annual event. 

Both these events were believed to be canceled due to low attendance. However, the State of 

Franklin Reenactment survived the cancelation and continued for years.474 The survival of a 

specific part of a canceled event showed how the Association still held on to the interpretation of 

the Tipton family and chose to glorify the family even as fewer and fewer people attended the 

event.   

  In 1991 some major changes to the site and its interpretation took place. On April 27, 

1991 a grand re-opening festival took place to celebrate the conclusion of a restoration project 

that started in 1990 on the main historic home and a few of the other structures around the 
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grounds.475 This festival recognized the hard work that had been put into restoring the home and 

was attended by several dignitaries from the City of Johnson City and the State of Tennessee 

such as Senator Rusty Crowe. A major difference between this festival and others put on by the 

Association was that the Association members wore fashions appropriate for East Tennesseans 

during the Haynes time in the home.476 For what appears to be the first time other than the 1989 

reenactment and for limited tours of the law office, members of the Association made a point of 

representing the Haynes family for visitors, instead of solely interpreting the Tipton family. 

Unfortunately, nothing is known about how the docents portrayed the family or what historical 

records shaped the interpretation. A second major change to the Association in 1991 took place 

when Director Rebecca Thomas informed the board that she would be stepping down by the end 

of September that same year.477 The Association immediately launched an employment ad in the 

local newspaper. Over one hundred applicants applied.478 Four applicants were interviewed and 

finally the Association hired internally and selected Association member Penny McLaughlin to 

fill the position.479  
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 Under McLaughlin’s leadership the site revamped the Civil War Reenactment and called 

it Haynesville in honor of Landon Carter Haynes.480 The City of Johnson City was called 

Haynesville before the Civil War by the federal government and during the war by the 

Confederate government.481 McLaughlin served as director for the next twenty-five years.482 To 

remain in the public eye McLaughlin altered the interpretation of the site to help educate the 

public about the site’s history in its entirety and not just of the Tipton family. She did keep the 

Tipton history alive by creating the “Times of the Tiptons” in 1991 to help educate the public on 

the Tipton family and their time in the home, which included the ongoing battle of the lost state, 

to help draw public interest.483 She also began researching into the Haynes family in order to 

expand the site's understanding on the family and their value to the region.  

 Director McLaughlin continued to change the site as she renamed the annual Christmas 

event to “Historic Holidays with the Haynes Family.”484 The Association had decorated the 

home in prior years, but on December 5, 1992, McLaughlin created this event in honor of the 

Haynes family. This event continued to celebrate Landon Haynes and his family, as his birthday 

is December 2. However, McLaughlin invited the 61st infantry unit to set up camp to allow 

visitors to step back in time and visualize how soldiers in the Civil War survived the winter 
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months.485 This was to add a visual and tactile connection to the event and to the history it was 

presenting. Along with refurbished events for the site, a new discovery of artifacts representing a 

home structure were made near the side of the historic barn. These Artifacts were believed to be 

the remanence of the cabin that stood in the 1857 depiction of the site within the Harper’s 

Magazine.486 This cabin was thought to be the slave cabin for the Haynes family and with its 

discovery revived an old interpretation made new. The Association had conflicting beliefs on 

interpreting slavery proven by the Association’s removal of the small structure behind the law 

office believed to be a slave cabin.487 Also, the museum had been erected to mimic the rest of the 

log structures and be interpreted as a slave cabin until one could be constructed.488 However, the 

Association influenced the interpretation of the museum structure and never stated its purpose of 

representing a slave cabin. Any effort to interpret slavery had been abandoned by the early 

Association due to its stain on American history and they wished not to stain the Tipton family 

legacy. Donated to the Association in 1999, the Fox/Harwood cabin was placed on top of the 

location of the artifacts in 2000.489  

 With the inclusion of a slave cabin at the site in 2000 the interpretation began to change 

to recognize the slaves that served the Tipton and the Haynes families. This alteration led to a 

clearer understanding for visitors and the Association of how families operated such large farms 

and allowed for the lives of these slaves to be explained to the fullest factual interpretation. 
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Allowing new history to help influence the site and change the interpretation helped expand the 

research into the Haynes family. In the late 1990s, as funds were being raised to build the new 

museum, Director McLaughlin received a research grant which was to support research by East 

Tennessee State University Archivist Ed Speer into the Haynes family and their roles at the 

site.490 The majority of the site's interpretation of the Haynes family comes from the work of 

Director McLaughlin and Ed Speer. 

 Throughout the mid and late 1990s the Association and Director McLaughlin continued 

to hold regular annual events and to educate the public on the histories of the site and the region. 

In 1994, McLaughlin again changed the name of the Christmas event, giving it the current name, 

“Visions of Christmas,” to better incorporate the event with the season's spirit.491 She also began 

petitioning the Tennessee Historical Commission to build a new visitor center that would provide 

improved archival and storage space. This request came about in part due to the reorganization of 

the site's museum and archival collections by McLaughlin, Ed Speer, and a student from the 

local college, East Tennessee State University. Speer and an assistant created new collections 

and protected these collections by placing all the materials into acid free sleeves while also 

preserving the information for future endeavors with prospects of a new museum.492 The new 

accessibility of archived material made possible a greater emphasis on the Haynes’s in the 

interpretation of the site for visitors. While the site continued with its annual events that honored 

both the Tipton and the Haynes families, tours of the site changed as new information came to 
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light. The deeper into research Speer got, more information came to light on the role Haynes 

played in relation to the East Tennessee economy and was slowly added to the tours to help 

increase the notoriety of his involvement in Tennessee history.  

As Director McLaughlin aided in the internal alterations of the site’s interpretation and 

advanced the historical value of not just one of the homeowners but created a more equal 

interpretation of all owners, other influences upon the site were beginning to take place. Internal 

and external influence alike can alter a site’s influence on the community, creating connections 

between the past and present, but influences can also cause physical change to a site’s 

interpretation creating disconnects between the site and the community.  

Physical alterations to the site were brought before the Association that would have 

created a disconnect between the history and the site’s visitors if allowed to come to fruition. In 

1997 the city of Johnson City sought to widen Buffalo Road, which parallels the western 

boundary of the site and is fronted by the historic house.493 The city's plan entailed widening the 

street by nearly thirty feet which would have brought the road within feet of the historic house.494 

In its January 1997 board meeting, the Association, along with Director McLaughlin, passed a 

resolution stating “that no state property that was part of the site should be taken for the 

widening of the road or other purposes.”495 If the city’s project was completed the road would 

have been on the door step of the main house, which would have made the house unusable, and 

would pave over the buffalo trace, which is a depression running parallel to the paved city street 
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named Buffalo Road. The trace adds historical interpretations of nature and Native Americans 

that used the site before ownership by the Tipton’s. Along with several concerned Tipton and 

Haynes descendants and local community members, the Association succeeded in their argument 

against the plan and the city commission rejected the widening, and Buffalo Road was left 

unchanged. Influences not only affect historical events but also can affect the visual aspects of 

historic locations, just as the city’s plan would have altered the visual interpretation of the site 

and hindered the educational value of the historic home.  

Along with the preservation of the site’s history through the protection of the trace, the 

Association and Director McLaughlin wished to preserve the view of Buffalo Mountain to 

further protect the interpretation of the site and the Buffalo Trace. This was accomplished in 

1999 through the creation of the new non-profit Buffalo Trace Greenway, Inc.496 This non-profit 

was designed to help preserve Buffalo Mountain and petitioned the Department of Environment 

and Conservation Lands Acquisition Committee to purchase the land West of the site between 

the site and the base of the mountain. This goal was accomplished in 2001 when the State of 

Tennessee purchased the 28.151 acres requested. The Veterans of Foreign Wars John Sevier Post 

2108 splits the two properties but is named in honor of events that happened within its historical 

property. The act of preserving the land furthers the necessity to preserve the interpretation of the 

grounds because many people are visual learners and the landscape gives them something to 

conceptualize through sight. 

 In 1999 Tipton-Haynes received funding for a new museum and presentation space, and a 

ground breaking ceremony took place on October 14, 1999.497 The plan for this museum space 
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was to create an exhibit hall to permanently preserve the history and educate the public on the 

events of the site before they toured the grounds. A plan was also formulated to create a 

temporary gallery which would contain a rotating exhibit of local histories allowing for a deeper 

understanding of the region and how the site adds to the region’s importance. Even though 

construction of the museum was completed in 2000, the exhibit space remained void of historical 

exhibits for another twelve years due to the exhaustion of funds.498 The failure to secure funding 

for a permanent exhibit forced site staff to continue to interpret the history of the site as they had 

been through the normal tours and through donated items, such as the four Haynes family 

portraits donated by Rocky Mount State Historic Site.  

 With all the construction going on with the new museum, the Association strived to 

continue its annual events to keep the public interested and educated on how this site played a 

significant role in the region's and state's history. The annual summer program and Civil War 

reenactment continued as planned but the “Walk Back in Time” event that presented all the 

stages of pioneer life and the “Times of the Tiptons” event were canceled. In one year both the 

events that represented the Tipton family era were canceled, mainly due to low attendance. The 

site wished to remain relevant by keeping up with public interest, which appeared to be 

fluctuating towards the Antebellum and Civil War periods as these events appeared not to be 

suffering from attendance issues. As the public interest swayed to the Haynes family era it gave 

another increase to the historical interpretation of the Haynes’ lifetime. As always, historical 

research continued into both the Tipton and the Haynes families to help further the accurate 
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portrayal of the site's history, to better portray how each family lived their lives on site, and to 

explain how each family shaped local, state, and national history through their engagement in 

public affairs. The site also added a new event to help keep the interest of the public returning to 

the historical advantages of the grounds. The annual Sorghum Festival was added to educate the 

public on the process of sorghum that was used to sweeten foods in the past and to educate how 

the people of yester years would have to labor over the fields to keep the crop growing.499 Events 

such as this helped to represent not only one of the owner’s daily life but all the owner’s 

lifestyles and chores. This event aided the Association and the site’s interpretation to move 

beyond a single-family focus and aided in the connections of the family’s histories. Connections 

such as this helped to expand the site's history by educating the public on both families instead of 

choosing one over another.  

 In late 2001 Director McLaughlin applied for a grant from the Tennessee Civil War 

National Heritage Area for $10,000.00 and received $8,000.00 from this request.500 The money 

was used by herself, Trustee Joyce Loving, and Historian Ed Speers to research more fully into 

the life of Landon Carter Haynes. The money gave these researchers the ability to travel, make 

copies, and dedicate their time to uncovering material about the site’s Civil War era for the 

museum exhibit. Unfortunately, even with the grant and all the research done on the family, 

historical exhibits could not be implemented in the museum because of inadequate funding to 

finish the exhibit space until late 2011. The research continued until grant funds were exhausted. 

All the records found and collected were put into the Mary Hardin McCown Archives as the 
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Haynes Family Collection and the Tipton-Haynes Civil War Exhibit Collection.501 By enhancing 

the site's collections, McLaughlin, Loving, and Speers were able to preserve the work that they 

had done for future researchers and gave a basis for the interpretation of the Haynes family for 

the site. Using these records, now stored on site, the staff can accurately describe the history of 

the Haynes family with primary source documents within the museum. Like all research on the 

site, current work continues to update knowledge of the site and is used by researchers and 

descendants alike looking into the lives of the Tipton, Haynes, and connected family’s lives.  

As time progressed and the site's interpretation was changing to incorporate more of the 

Haynes family, the Association and its director created two new events, which reflected the 

Tipton family through the creation of “Andre Michaux Travels in Northeast Tennessee” event 

and the “Maple Syrup Festival” in 2004.502 The event honoring Andre Michaux, a French 

botanist that stayed at with Colonel Tipton twice, was established to represent Michaux, the plant 

life he discovered, and the Tipton family for boarding him. The “Maple Syrup Festival” 

encompassed historical living during the pioneer and antebellum eras and the production of the 

sweetener which was a chore for all eras of the site. This event also continued the “Battle of the 

Lost State of Franklin” to honor the Tipton family and their achievements within the battle and 

the movement. Unfortunately, the battle was canceled the following year. Both these events 

represent the interpretations of the Tipton family over the Haynes but also represent how the site 

had begun to equalize interpretations of the owners of the home. The Tipton family was 

interpreted through the Andre Michaux days and the Maple Syrup festival, while the Haynes 
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were interpreted through the “Visions of Christmas and the Civil War reenactment that replaced 

the State of Franklin Battle the following year.503  

Also hosted in 2004 was a presentation titled “Free at Last: Now Let Me Fly.”504 The 

presentation interpreted slavery at the site, a topic that the founding Association members sought 

to eliminate from interpretation during the site's early years. On November 1st, a student from 

East Tennessee State University and a local storyteller, Chetter Galloway, interpreted the lives of 

three African American slaves -- George Haynes, slave of Landon Carter Haynes, and Edward 

and Josephine Taylor, slaves of Nathaniel Greene Taylor, brother-in-law to Landon Carter 

Haynes.505  With the inclusion of the slave cabin on site, interest in the lives of the Tipton and 

Haynes family slaves began to grow and the Association believed that a presentation of this kind 

would interest of the public. This is another physical alteration to the site’s interpretation as the 

addition of the cabin aided in the expansion of slave interpretation on site.  

Chetter Galloway researched the lives of the three slaves to interpret accurately how 

these slaves were treated, but also to represent how slaves in general were treated and used in the 

region. This gave a much-needed push into the understanding of the historical members, both 

African American and white, of the site. Galloway's interpretative abilities were used again in 

2011 as the site was finally able to begin work on a museum exhibit. He was tasked with 

interpreting the life of the site’s mulatto slave George Haynes for a short educational video to be 

placed in the exhibit titled “I Am A Slave.”506 The film was to represent the life of George 
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Haynes and the work that he would have done on site to operate the farm for Landon Carter 

Haynes. The video still plays today as a much-needed interpretative tool of the life of George, 

but also as an educational tool into the lives of slaves in this region.  

In 2008 the site undertook one of the largest interpretative alterations since its opening in 

1971. In early June, University of Tennessee, Knoxville graduate student Daniel Brock and his 

assistant Dustin Lawson moved into the apartment built adjacent to the museum for the caretaker 

of the property, as part of an agreement between the Association and Brock while he completed 

his thesis. His thesis “Contextualizing the Tipton-Haynes State Historic Site (40WG59): 

Understanding Landscape Change at an Upland South Farmstead,” entailed Brock undertaking 

archeological digs on site and conducting dendrochronological testing, which is an evaluation of 

tree rings to discover the age of a tree when felled or cut for lumber.507 As a result of the tests on 

several logs in the main house and corn crib, the findings of Brock’s research changed the site's 

interpretation forever.  

Prior to Brock's tests the historic cabin associated with Colonel John Tipton was believed 

to have been built in 1784 when he moved to what would become East Tennessee from the 

Shenandoah Valley, Virginia, but Brock determined that the oldest log dated from between 1798 

and 1799.508 The testing of the home did not overly alter the interpretation, for the Association 

knew that the home had been renovated by the Tipton and Haynes families throughout their 

ownerships. The interpretation of the main house referred to the expansions of the structure done 

by Tipton Jr. and Landon Carter Haynes, only altering the interpretation slightly with the 

inclusion of these dates. However, this discovery did compel consideration of new theories to 
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why historic records explain the origins of the home in 1784 and nothing of the refurbished logs 

in 1798-99. One theory, with Colonel Tipton was still living at this time replaced the logs as 

needed to keep the home as a functioning living space; this is the most likely scenario because 

some of the logs tested were under the house. Another theory is that in the 1960s, when the site 

was being restored, two log cabins were donated to the site and disassembled to make use of the 

logs. It was possible that the new logs were used to shore up the main cabin during the 

restoration projects but was disputed due to the tested logs date rang that did not match the two 

cabins that were donated dates.  

The main alteration to the site’s interpretation came as the dendrochronological testing 

moved to the corncrib. Along with the site's original barn, the corn crib had been interpreted as 

being built by Colonel John Tipton when he moved from Virginia. The buildings had been a 

major talking point of the tour as visitors moved through the site and walked into a Tipton 

constructed barn over 200 years old. Even Director McLaughlin until the testing in 2008, 

interpreted the structures as being erected by the Tipton family just as the Association had 

believed for decades. The testing proved otherwise because Brock discovered that the corncrib 

had been erected in 1850 and 1851.509 The dating of the structures is well after the time of Tipton 

ownership only making the structures construction feasible for the Haynes family. The site had 

to change its interpretation of the buildings to present the evidentiary history. The dating of these 

buildings drastically changed the way the site was viewed because three of the four buildings 

thought to be originally built by the Tipton family were constructed during the Haynes family era 

and the fourth was in question. The tours took a different route in order to explain the 

chronological construction of the site and to explain how the barn and corncrib would be used in 
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the pre-Civil War era instead of the late pioneer era. Further records provided proof of the dating 

of the buildings as a deed puts the slave George up for collateral around the same years as the 

construction of these buildings.510 It is believed that if L.C. Haynes could not afford his debts on 

the building of the corncrib, barn, and summer kitchen then George was to be sold to pay his 

debts. This was one of the largest changes to the site's interpretation but gives a true insight into 

how research and discovery can alter the understanding and interpretation of the past. 

As the Tipton-Haynes interpretation underwent major changes due to the discovery of the 

building construction dates, a new tour had to be devised, but it was not to remain in use for 

long. The site opened to the public in 1971 and did not receive a formal museum exhibit until 

Fall 2011.511 Construction of the exhibit started in late 2010 and finished September 23, 2011, 

when the site hosted a grand opening ceremony for the much-desired historical exhibit.512 When 

completed, the tour was once again altered to discuss much of the construction of the historic 

house or the items in each room. Prior to the exhibit the rooms were simply used to help break 

the tour up into sections about the historic families. After the museum opened, most of the 

information of the Tipton and Haynes families could be found on many of the panels and did not 

need to be restated on the tour. Director McLaughlin reorganized the tour to expand the 

information presented but also included what the rooms were and how some of the items in the 

rooms were used. This was also a part of her expansion into the idea of inclusion on tours. She 
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believed that the inclusion and investment of the visitors into what they were seeing would 

increase the positive responses to the history being explained in each room and implemented this 

to increase the public's interest in the site. So, the tour was altered for the museum to teach the 

direct history of the site while the walking tour was to interpret the lives of the families in each 

room through the items donated to the site. This allowed for a renewed interest in the site and an 

ever-expanding interpretation as items are donated each year, although the Association had to 

keep a watchful eye on the tours because guides were given more flexibility to interpret the site. 

It is not the desire of the Association to interpret wrong information, so further research into the 

items within the home was needed. Even with caution the guides were and are able to interact 

with the visitors to a fuller and more enjoyable experience by allowing the visitors to connect to 

the history through physical interactions with the items of the home.  

 The site took on a new research project in 2014 to expand the educational boundaries of 

the site and created the “Guidebook.”513 This book represented the complete history of the site as 

it was interpreted and recorded. The book included all the information from the museum and 

information on the site itself about the buildings and their construction. It is an excellent source 

of information on the site, giving detail of the site’s history in one source. After the book was 

completed, and still to the current day, the guidebook is given out, along with the docent 

manuals, to tour guides and volunteers to learn the history of the site to begin their 

interpretations. It is only after they learn the history of the site and its families that they are 

allowed to add their own interpretative flair to the tours. Each person is different and brings their 

own information to the tour, but it is necessary to understand what must be presented to the 

visitor before anything can be added. It is through these additions to the tour though that aid in 
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connecting the history to the visitors.514 A straight history tour can leave a person stagnant and 

overwhelmed with the wealth of information, but through the inclusion of small interesting 

historical stories and artifact descriptions one can connect the visitors to a period in time. 

 Also, in 2011 the site participated in the sesquicentennial of the Civil War through two 

events. The "Springtime in Haynesville" event was revived, and the Visions of Christmas event 

was restructured to represent the years of the Civil War.515 For 2011, the reenactments focused 

on the life of soldiers in 1861 as the war was just beginning. The events were also to represent 

how the Haynes family was honored throughout the South as a pro-Confederate family with 

Haynes’ election as the Confederate Senator.516 The Haynesville event was a small encampment 

for visitors to see soldiers’ lives as the Confederacy was gearing up for war. As each year 

progressed both the reenactment and “Visions of Christmas” events interpreted the Haynes 

family and the Civil War to its most accurate ability. This was to educate the public on the 

Haynes’ involvement throughout the war and the expansion of the Confederate army over the 

years of fighting. The importance of the sesquicentennial created another alteration to the site 

and its interpretation. Tipton-Haynes began representing a lot of the Haynes history, replacing 

much of the Tipton history. This was in-part due to the year being the 150th anniversary of the 

Civil War outbreak.517 The Tipton history was and is still well represented throughout the site, its 
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museum, and the site’s tours but has been reduced to help with the inclusion of Landon Carter 

Haynes and his family. Springtime in Haynesville and Visions of Christmas continue to this day 

as presentations of the Civil War, Landon Carter Haynes, and his time in the home. 

With little change to the interpretation of the site after the creation of the Guidebook and 

the inclusion of the sesquicentennial events the site began to settle into a consistent 

interpretation. The site told the most factual stories of the historical events as the Association 

knew it at the time and continued to educate the public on both the Tipton and the Haynes 

families. Unfortunately, this all changed once more in January, 2016 when the Association 

dismissed Penny McLaughlin, the director for almost twenty-five years, and installed an interim 

until a permanent replacement could be found.518 John Parrish, an Association trustee and the 

president of the Tipton Family Association of America was chosen as interim director.519 History 

is interpreted differently by each person and should be as accurate as possible but as time 

progresses these tales can change depending on who is interpreting. The site had settled into a 

comfortable era of education and interpretation, but with the dismissal of McLaughlin, Parrish 

began to revamp the history and presentation of the site to reflect his own interests.  

 Parrish believed that the site insufficiently represented the history of the Tipton family 

and only spent its interpretive time on the Haynes family. Through hard work and perseverance, 

the Association had altered the interpretation of the site to be an equal representation of all the 

owners of the property.  Parrish believed that the site spent too much time on the Haynes family 

and that it had become a Haynes family site only. He took it upon himself to change the vision of 

the site once more back to the Tipton family. Parrish, as the president of a Tipton family 
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organization, possibly wished to see the descendants of the Tipton family hold more influence 

over the site.  

 As Parrish became more familiar with the site, he began to do all the site tours for the 

visitors. No volunteer or other staff member was able to conduct the tour unless Parrish was off 

site or already on a tour. Parrish’s restriction was prompted by his wish to propagate a revised 

interpretation of the site. Parrish interpreted the site as being almost solely owned by the Tipton 

family and had little interpretation of the Haynes family. This form of tour resembled heavily the 

tours of the original Association from 1971 when the site first opened. It consisted of a majority 

of Tipton family history and lore while the Haynes family received only brief mention when 

visitors entered the law office. Tours of this fashion began to alter the interpretation of the site 

once more, but not for the better, as large sections of the site’s history were once more being left 

out and left up to the public to discover on their own.  

 Another aspect of Parrish’s changes to the site’s interpretation was to change the museum 

exhibit that was just formally opened less than four years prior to his directorship. Upon opening, 

the museum/exhibit received an Award of Distinction from the East Tennessee Historical Society 

because the museum engaged visitors with "a multimedia display of objects, videos, images, and 

narratives to present the story of this remarkable site and those associated with it….”520 Parrish 

strove to rewrite many of the text panels within the museum to represent the Tipton family in 

better standing and to eliminate many of the panels on the Haynes family. This disregard of 

history could have drastically altered the path of the site and the presentation of the site's history. 

Another reason he wished to replace the panels of the Haynes family was that the exhibit was 

more obvious Haynes history, but this is solely because of the portraits and images of the Haynes 
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family included in the exhibit. The presence of the portraits gives a more visual feel to the 

visitors allowing for one to connect with the person, but it seemed in Parrish’s view it was more 

of a distraction from the Tipton family.  

 Parrish did succeed in changing interpretation of the site through the use and explanations 

of the mill stones that sit out front of the visitor center. These stones were donated to the site by a 

Joseph Tipton Jr. from Hawkins County, Tennessee, and were to be used to interpret David 

Haynes', role as a millwright, who may have worked on the stones during his lifetime.521 David 

Haynes would have traveled to Hawkins County for work and to support his family. The 

Tennessee State Museum in Nashville requested from the Association one of the fifteen 

stones.522 The state's request was granted by Interim Director Parrish, but the information he 

shared on the stones to the state museum represented only the Tipton family and not the accepted 

interpretation of David Haynes.523 Parrish wished the state museum to interpret the stones as if 

they were owned by John Tipton Jr. because a windmill was sold in his estate record and because 

the stones were donated to the site by a Tipton descendant.524 Interim director John Parrish sent 

in his resignation in July, 2016, formally ending his time at the site.525 The Association quickly 

began restoring the site's interpretation to what it had been before Parrish became director, 

integrating information about the Haynes family back into the educational elements offered to 

visitors. For example, upon the discovery of the incorrect interpretation, almost a year later, the 
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new Associate Director, Wesley Spurgeon, wrote the state museum to inform them of the 

changes the previous interim director had made to the site's interpretation and to the issue 

concerning the mill stone.526 The state museum was then forced to rewrite text panels for the 

exhibit that they had created around the stone.  

Influencing the site in other ways are secondary works that detail the site’s history and 

interpret the site’s owners. These works all giving new influential thought to the history of the 

site and its tours, while other works represent how external influence can drastically change a 

site's representation. In The New History in an Old Museum, Richard Handler and Eric Gable, 

address the constraints and struggles of Colonial Williamsburg as the board and staff alter the 

interpret the site and remain the nation’s largest first person interpreted site.527 The authors 

illustrate how each new decade challenged the museum, not just through its presentation to the 

public, such as first and third person tours, but also the alterations it had to confront due to public 

interest, such as alterations to the physical layout of the site and their belief of the site as a theme 

park other than a museum.528 They explain how external forces wanting to change the public 

view can influence a site’s interpretation. For example, Williamsburg went through drastic 

changes during World War II, as public interest caused the alteration of the interpretation to 

reflect the site’s patriotism and nationalism.529  

 Another internal influence on non-profit sites is the connection between the board of 

trustees and directors. Like Colonial Williamsburg, Tipton-Haynes is run by a board of trustees 

with paid staff running the day-to-day operations. This connection keeps order within a site and 
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allows for a chain of command, not leaving any one person to make decisions. Though 

governance may be unique to each site, the idea of boards remains important. Colonial 

Williamsburg still has a functioning board that makes interpretative decisions for the site, 

determines how the site should change for the future, and then passes down direction to the paid 

staff. Tipton-Haynes has a different view. When the site opened to the public in 1971, the site 

was solely controlled by a governing board and operated by volunteers, but as time progressed 

the board began to realize the necessity for paid staff on site every day. However, unlike the 

Colonial Williamsburg board, the governing board of the Tipton-Haynes Historical Association 

and the sites’ directors did not always work well together. These disagreements were brought on 

by influence of slavery and influence of control. The Colonial Williamsburg board operates the 

site and disseminates work down to their paid staff while listening to the staff’s opinions, but this 

cannot be said for the Tipton-Haynes Association. Director Faith Stahl resigned from her 

position over the issue of slave interpretations. Tipton-Haynes also struggled when the 

Association board decided to remove Director McLaughlin only to discover that they had made a 

grave mistake with their choice of interim director. Many different forces, internal and external, 

can influence historic sites, including the site's own governing board.  

Management has a massive influence on the control of the site and its interpretation but 

with Tipton-Haynes, under the directorship of John Parrish and with the board taking a back seat 

to the director, no oversite was given until it was too late. The authors, Handler and Gable, speak 

highly of the oversight of the Colonial Williamsburg board and present them as being influential 

in the role of Williamsburg over the years to the public but also criticized the board on some of 

the decisions that had been enacted overtime.530 Each museum has a different view on how 
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management shall run, but one must be vigilant to honor and protect the goals of a site while also 

remaining in the public eye.  

 External factors can alter the path of museums whether they were meant to or not. For 

example, the Civil Rights movement from 1954 to 1968 altered the path of museums nationwide 

by expanding the national recognition of the African American Community.531 The struggles of 

the African American community of this nation were finally faced when the Civil Rights Act 

was passed in 1964.532 This prevailed by bringing rights to African Americans that whites had 

enjoyed for generations. This unwittingly sparked a necessity to expand historical influence to 

cover the lives of the African American people in America’s past. Museums across the nation 

began representing African American history and slavery, which gave new interpretations to 

their sites. Colonial Williamsburg is one of those sites that made a simpler transition into this 

period, partly to their size and public awareness, but for sites throughout the American South this 

was a much harder struggle.533 The influence of slavery and livelihood of African Americans 

were not as easily accepted in museums and historical interpretations. In the work Slavery and 

Public History the Tough Stuff of American Memory, edited by James Oliver Horton and Lois E. 

Horton, they traverse the south and the struggles of the inclusion of slavery into the historical 

interpretation and how it was accepted amongst the public. The work was a collection of essays 

by many authors and their opinions on how slavery is accepted in interpretations and most 
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represent how slavery is shunned by the public or the interpreter in some fashion.534 Several 

speak to how the interpreter on tours will call the site’s slaves, servants to avoid the word slave, 

while other tours will not mention it at all unless asked about.535 This limits the interpretive goals 

of any site to spread the truth of their history through choice but also the uneasiness that had 

been created around the Civil Rights Movement.  

 Another example of this is not just the tour guides and sites shunned the history, but how 

the public did and still have a hard time hearing about slavery. The Hortons explain how to some 

people slavery is an event in time not to be interpreted, explained, or shared with the public due 

to the harsh nature of the subject.536 The Hortons’ refute this by explaining that not all history is 

easily accepted but it happened and should be told. One must understand the past to influence 

their future decisions. An example of this at Tipton-Haynes is the resignation of director Faith 

Stahl. The Association had taken many steps to eliminate this from the site’s history as they 

denied Stahl’s request and had even torn down a building on site believed to be a slave cabin. 

The original museum building was built to be interpreted as a slave cabin, but they refused to 

inform the public of its importance. The influence of the Civil Rights Movement continued to 

spread, but left the south struggling with its acceptance, which Tipton-Haynes did not fully 

embrace until the placement of the current day George Haynes Slave Cabin on site in 2001 under 

a new board and director. This altered the site’s interpretation drastically by opening the site to a 

new story of the slaves and their families that lived on this property. The inclusion of slave 

history allowed a once unknown topic to educate the public not just on the men and women that 
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lived on the property but about the men and women that time almost forgot. Informing the 

visitors on this new topic helped to open discussion regarding the lives of all who lived on site 

and how they were treated. External influence on museums such as the Civil Rights Movement 

meant to have changed historical interpretations, and they have had lasting effects on sites across 

the nation.  

 Illustrating community involvement and influence on the creation of historic sites is 

shown through the work Domesticating History: The Political Origins of America’s House 

Museums, by Patricia West.537 This work traverses the beginnings of house museums and what 

group or groups helped open the site to the public. The work does not mention much history in 

terms of each of the museums discussed but speaks mainly to the roles that women played in 

creating them and operating each site. This is represented as West describes each case study and 

how women began work to preserve the sites. The author believed that these women’s groups 

saved many of the nation’s historic homeplaces for future representation and interpretation. 

Needed financial connections for these groups to succeed in opening these sites were made 

through the women’s groups husbands and their political contacts. Many of the women 

researched for the book were well-connected to politics through their husbands or went before 

politicians to speak on the museum’s behalf requesting assistance in the preservation of 

America’s pastime. Using these connections, the men brought funds to the historic house 

museums and helped establish them. This took a turn as men realized that these ventures became 

a viable form of work and took over the museum directorships, and curatorial jobs pushing 
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women out of the work place.538 The men felt that the educational level of women was not high 

enough to run such lucrative businesses.  

 The movement to create historic sites that represented the Tennessee history was first 

started by Governor Prentice Cooper in the early 1940’s.539 As Tipton-Haynes became a 

possibility, the non-profit that formed to run it in 1965 was first run by women.540 Men did assist 

in the restoration and operations of the site, but for the first nine years of the Association's 

history women operated the site on a daily basis and were presidents of the board of directors. 

Although, just as in West’s work, the Association presidents were forced to use political and 

financial connections through their husbands to operate and grow the site. Through these 

connections, the site began to see a shift in political control. In 1974 Carl Jones was elected 

president after which the position remained firmly in the hands of men for another ten years.541 

Women still operated the site on a daily basis, which can be seen through other positions on the 

board, the position of director of volunteers, organizing programs, and events that the site hosted 

throughout the 1970s and 1980s.542 In Contrast West’s book explained how the men pushed out 

the women and continued to use their funding and political connections to aid the site. However, 

at Tipton-Haynes women ran the site and kept the doors open for the public as director. From 

1983 with the first director Faith Stahl until 2016 when Penny McLaughlin left the site, women 
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held the position of director of the site’s day-to-day operations. Also, the Association under the 

leadership of a male president in the early years still relied heavily on the order of female support 

on the daily operations of Tipton-Haynes unlike the men in the work by West. The Association 

chose not to continue to push for financial help as the women had and relied on the women’s 

ability to operate the site. These actions can be seen as the Association implemented a 

volunteer/docent director to help organize the site which in every case was a female. Without the 

support of the ongoing external connections that the women had been pushing for financial 

struggles arose for the Association.543  

A reason for this is attributed to how much these women did for the site as volunteers and 

rolled this involvement into the directorship position. However, Director Penny McLaughlin 

took this a step further. Although West’s book is written about sites and their creation from the 

mid-1800s through the early 1930s and the educational opportunities for women were different, 

Director McLaughlin and her term as director from 1991-2016 showed that women were 

welcomed into the workplace and have challenged restrictions of workplace and educational 

opportunities. Director McLaughlin obtained her Ed. D Degree in Educational Administration 

from East Tennessee State University and was hired as the director in 1991.544 This represented 

how McLaughlin erased stereotypes and led the site into a new era of interpretive expansion. She 

took the site from a few events throughout the year and little funding to seven events and 

continuously filed for grants to keep the site open.545 She also used her connections and 
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education to research and expand on the site interpretive tours allowing for a fuller understanding 

into the history of the site. West’s book detailing the movement, tenacity, and desire to save the 

nation’s history gives credence to the impact that women have had on the historical field and 

allows for a new understanding into the growing historical field of women’s studies. The sites 

she represented, Tipton-Haynes, and many more across the nation, all have seen the struggles of 

positions of men and women in the work place, no matter the era, and continue to survive today 

as both sexes now share a more equal responsibility operating historic sites.  

The field of Women’s Studies is still growing in the overall multi-disciplinary field of 

history. West’s work only furthers the research into how women were leading members of the 

historical field and fought to protect the history of this nation. Tipton-Haynes quickly grasped 

the expansion of women’s roles in the historical field and the work place as the Association hired 

Penny McLaughlin whom had also obtained two masters degrees by her hiring, and held many 

years of experience in the historical field, but Tipton-Haynes unfortunately did not keep up with 

the growing movement of women’s studies within its interpretation. The site did incorporate the 

women of the home into the site’s tour but only as the wives and children of the main owners. 

They were not recognized as their own persons and all but forgotten in the history of the site. 

The current interpretation of the Tipton-Haynes site now interprets the women of the home 

alongside their husbands as important residents of the property. The national movement of 

women in the workplace and in historical studies was a bridge between another demographic of 

visitors which the site had not covered for the first fifty years of its existence.   

 Though Patricia West’s work is focused on public history and the evolution of the 

historic house museums in the United States, she confronted an issue in historical politics that 

still rages today. The underlying issue was on men and women’s gender roles in the work place 
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and the funding struggles faced by historic sites which continuously alter the paths of these 

museums.546 The gender roles of the men and women are of more equal standards than discussed 

in West’s book today but the issues of raising funds through political means still emanates 

greatly in today’s society.  

Another work that captures many struggles in the nation today for historic house 

museums is Anarchist Guide to Historic House Museums, written by Franklin D. Vagnone and 

Deborah E. Ryan.547 This work represented the challenges that historic house museums face and 

tried to educate the reader on ways to overcome them. These challenges, but not limited to, are 

financing, community outreach, and interpretation.  

  Vagnone and Ryan sought to prevent the closure of American historical sites and 

museums by discussing how alterations to interpretations could aid a site in remaining relevant to 

their guest.548 The author’s attempted to bridge the gap between history museums and today's 

public interest, giving the house museums new life and meaning to the public. Without 

alterations to interpretation or alterations to their presentation, sites such as Tipton-Haynes may 

be forced to close. The authors research has shown that one of the largest downfalls of museums 

in today’s society is the use of first-person interpretation of sites.549 It leaves little room for 

variation and tends to be very scripted. This causes the interpreter and the guests to be 

disconnected giving off a possible alternate understanding of the history being presented.550 
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Large scale historic sites, such as Colonial Williamsburg, still represent their histories in first 

person but break character to a third person interpretation once the history has been presented.551 

By doing this, it gives more of a connection to the guests and allows them to ask questions freely 

without receiving an answer from the period that is hard to grasp by the people with today’s 

perspective. Tipton-Haynes is not faced with this struggle for it does third person interpretations 

of the grounds, except for their winter event, “Visions of Christmas.” This event is a first-person 

tour through the home, interpreting the birthday of Landon Carter Haynes and Christmas 

throughout the Civil War.552 Recently Tipton-Haynes started to break away from first-person in 

the event to include third-person portions. One of the authors main points in the work is to 

strengthen the connections between visitors and historic sites and by moving away from first 

person within the event Tipton-Haynes grasped the reasoning behind the authors argument.   

 The struggles of connecting to guest are not just limited to first person locations. This is a 

growing problem as many sites interpret the history and forget that the average person may not 

know of what the interpreter is saying. The visitors to the sites have to take what you are saying 

as true on tours, but without something to grasp, visualize, or smell the visitor could potentially 

be lost to the overwhelming amount of facts that are being presented. This is solved through 

what Vagnone and Ryan call touch rooms and through changes of interpretive stories.553 These 

two expansions to interpretation are not meant to change history, just the way it is presented to 

the public saving a sites mission and values from alteration. Touch rooms allow visitors to a site 

to interact with historical items and manipulate them giving the visitors a physical connection to 
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materials in the home. Tipton-Haynes has been using this interpretive skill for years in its 

historic home. Under the directorship of Penny McLaughlin, the site created two touch rooms in 

the house, the girl’s bedroom and the summer kitchen. These rooms were to represent the history 

of the site through items that any visitor could pick up and use and showed how families of that 

time would have lived in those rooms and in the home. Also, the site created what they called 

activity boxes. These boxes are used during school fieldtrips that visit the site to educate children 

on items from the past. Two of the boxes are the pioneer box and old-time toys. These boxes are 

filled with replica items that represent the historical families. While being passed around and 

enjoyed, the volunteer or staff member speaks about the item, its use, and the families that used 

it. This interpretation is better grasped by the public by being able to physically touch history and 

hear the uses of each item while also incorporating the sites history.  

 Changes to the interpretive story also change the way the public visualize historic sites. 

This could be seen when Tipton-Haynes altered its tour to represent more of the site's structures 

once the museum exhibit opened. The tours of the site were able to expand on the site's history 

into the lives of the inhabitants and their families, which opened the tour to more interpretation, 

though not significantly, and expanded the basis of interest in the site. This new tour was able to 

expand the interest through the descriptions of each building and their uses instead of just being 

used a stop on an overloaded historical fact-based tour. Other additions to the site’s interpretation 

not only came from the inclusion of building history but also through the interpretation of items 

in the home. As new items are donated to museums, they can be added to these touch rooms 

giving a better understanding of life in the past. New and rotating items allow for a changing 

scenario giving a different interpretation each time. This also allows for a person to connect to 

different pieces of history each visit they make without changing the overall goals and 
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interpretation of the historic sites. Vagnone and Ryan highly recommend museum implement 

involvement and connections to the public during the tours to give a since of interest in the 

person visiting in which Director McLaughlin had implemented long before the book was 

released.  

 Another form of connection of interpretation to the public that the authors traverse is the 

ideal behind age gaps.554 This is due to the difference in the tours that are given to adults verses 

the younger generation. The age gap can drastically change what one understands and should 

change what is presented to the public. The gap also can cause a difference of opinion across 

generations such as the concept of slavery. Many of the older generation will listen to the 

interpretation while many of the younger generation might not. Another issue of an age gap in 

interpretations actually comes from the connections of the surrounding communities and support 

for historic sites. Support can wane if the site is presenting what one believes to be untruthful or 

against their current beliefs. It is the desire for Tipton-Haynes to interpret fact, no matter if it is 

harsh or not. However, reaching out to these supporters could have a drastic alteration on 

interpretation as their support is necessary to keep the doors open, but their interest may not align 

with the site’s goals. This can be seen through age differences by observing the difference of 

opinions and lifestyles of older and younger generations in the use of contemporary 

interpretations.555 What interests one generation does not always interest another, so, the authors 

suggest that outreach programs know their audience to align what is presented to the public to 

keep interest growing for the sites no matter the generational or interest gap.556  
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 The connections to the community are not as cut and dry as the authors recommend of 

historic sites across the nation. Tipton-Haynes is no different. Community’s around historic sites 

can either be their largest supports or have very little interaction with the site. Tipton-Haynes is 

of the latter. The community around the historic site has little to do with the historic land and 

typically do not attend any of its events. A select few of the community members do attend the 

site events or volunteer, but not on a regular basis. This shows that even through efforts of the 

site’s outreach programs, many people still choose not to support local organizations. The 

authors of the Anarchist Guide describe that speaking to the community could develop a mass 

support group for historic house museums, but this is not always the case.557  

 Though Anarchist Guide is a relatively new work, many of the suggestions the authors 

raise to aid historic sites have been implemented at Tipton-Haynes for years and continue to aid 

the site in the expansion of its interpretation and visitor base. Like many house museums and 

historic sites, Tipton-Haynes has one specific tour that is presented to the public with different 

variations depending on the interpreter. One tour with different variations can offer a specific 

encounter with history for diverse audiences. Tipton-Haynes’ tour does cover men, women, 

children, and slaves of the site and how they would have lived. The addition of the women, 

children, and slaves to the tour alters the interpretation from the descriptions solely on the men of 

the site and relates the point that the authors of Anarchist Guide were recommended struggling 

house museums to change. In relation to the additions to the tour the Tipton-Haynes 

interpretation also has a slave tour and a women’s tour upon request to give a deeper connection 

not only to the men that owned the historic homes but a more in depth understanding to the 

people that helped support it. These connections to history help expand the public interest by 

involving history that is typically brushed over or not spoken of.  
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 The Anarchist Guide and The New History in and Old Museum both speak to this 

necessity to connect to the public and how national movements should be started to keep the 

nation's history alive through alterations of historical locations and their interpretations to remain 

relevant. It is through these changes that sites such as Tipton-Haynes have been able to survive 

for so long and continue to grow. Alterations to Tipton-Haynes’ interpretation correspond to 

views of several public history works written on house museums and public history locations, 

but these changes are not always graciously enacted. Just as seen in the national movement of the 

Civil Rights Act and the inclusion of slave history on site, Tipton-Haynes fought this history and 

chose not to represent it until the donation of a cabin which gave them reason to interpret the 

slaves of the site and how they served the home. In contrast, alterations to historical 

interpretation can come from new artifacts and information researched for the site, such as the 

addition of information about the offset kitchen discovered in 2008 being added due to the facts 

that supported the findings. Unfortunately, this is not always the case across the nation.  

Visitors and researchers that believed a set history for years struggle to change when new 

evidence comes to light. In the work Sacred Ground: Americans and their Battlefields, Edward 

Linenthal, discusses a few of America’s battlefields and how they fare today as public interest 

changes and new evidence is discovered for the sites.558 Linenthal covers the Alamo, Lexington 

and Concord, Gettysburg, Pearl Harbor, and The Little Bighorn to show how public interest 

shaped these locations and how interpretation of these sites has changed over time in contrast to 

their original histories.559 Though these are different sites across the nation, the same issue of 

connection to the public arises. Linenthal discusses each of the site’s beginning with their 
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separate issues but converges each chapter as he discusses the needed connections to the public 

and visitors.  These connections keep the site relevant to the public and in terms of the Alamo, 

members of the public requested changes to the site’s interpretation and even its use, such as 

returning the historic site to its original use as a mission.560 The Lexington and Concord 

Association are battling more of an internal issue of the historic markers around both towns.561 

These markers help commemorate the strife that the Minute Men went through to protect their 

homes but is also believed to be a burden on the presentation of the history of the town, 

hindering visitor interest in the actual buildings and museum due to personal interpretation of the 

markers.562 The Alamo and its public struggles center around the use of the site and its 

interpretation while being surrounded by the encroaching city of San Antonio. As presented in 

Anarchist Guide, the struggles to connect to the public is imperative to keep historic locations 

open. This is seen through the issues of the Alamo, where people believe that the site has become 

a tourist trap and its history should be altered to interpret the building as it was originally built.563  

 Amateur historian Gary L. Foreman believes that the Alamo has been turned into a tourist 

attraction and should be reconstituted to the solemn place it represented for the men who died 

there.564 He also would interpret the site to a fuller understanding of the sacrifice and importance 

of the grounds, what it meant to the men who gave their lives and what their actions caused. 

Foreman continued to explain how interpretation does not end with the tours and museums but 
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continues to the gift shop and the items sold to the public.565 These items can cause 

misconceptions to the public giving credence to the argument that history should be presented in 

its truest form known, including giftshop items. Though Foreman is an amateur historian, he is 

still a member of the public with his opinion of the interpretation. These have to be considered in 

judging how the growing public interest can change the roles of historic sites. Another belief of 

the Alamo surfaces through the beliefs of Rev. Balthasar Janacek. He believes that the mission 

should be returned to the original use as a place of worship before the battle.566 These beliefs 

represent how people of the public may not agree with the interpretations of locations but also 

represents how interpretation can change to match some criteria of public interest. In both forms, 

the Alamo is seen as a Mission while the grounds are memorialized through monuments listing 

the men that served and sacrificed.  

Although sites like Mount Vernon and Monticello are nationally significant, historic 

sites, throughout the nation face changes to their histories and some choose not to interpret their 

histories completely accurate. Many times, this is done to soften the offensive portion of history 

that the public and staff do not want to accept. Tipton-Haynes staff and Association members 

have strived to alter its history to match the most current information available and alter its 

interpretation to match public interest. This is done to keep the site in operation, but not to the 

extent to contradict the overall goals that have been set for the site. Public interpretation does not 

always align with that of the site, which can be due to differences in backgrounds or something 

seen or heard during their visit such as items seen within a giftshop or artifacts within the 
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museum.567 Historic sites across the nation have gift shop items that do not pertain to the site’s 

history can alter the individual’s interpretation. This is due to selling items that are not period 

specific but interest the public. Gift shops have to keep items that raise interest, but they need to 

be aware that what is in them could affect the interpretation of the site by individuals own 

opinions.   

A site faced with interpretative issues by hiding portions of their history is the Chief 

Vann House in northern Georgia. This historic house museum offers an intricate history of the 

lives of the Cherokee and the expansion of colonial religion and influence, but it also offers 

insight into the Vann family's luscious life style, wealth, and land.568 This is not the case when it 

comes to the writings of Tiya Miles in The House on Diamond Hill, A Cherokee Plantation 

Story. In her work, Miles discusses the life of James Vann and how he was an impolite man and 

drank heavily.569 He mistreated his wives by abusing them and circumvented Cherokee 

leadership to remain in control of his own estate.570 As owner of one of the largest plantations in 

the South during the early 1800s, he controlled and owned many slaves to tend the grounds. 

They were some of the most unfortunate, along with his wives, to be mistreated by Vann. Many 

of his life stories describe James Vann negatively and a terrible person to most around him, but 

this is not what is presented at the Vann home. Miles explains how many of the site’s events 

interpret the Vann family and all their accomplishments, without speaking of the downfalls of 
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the family.571 Miles felt that the events and the tours were not representing the site to its more 

accurate interpretation and began researching into the site herself.  

Miles concluded her work by discussing the inclusion of a slave tour and exhibit at the 

Vann home and the struggles that the site had to face to obtain the exhibit.572 Even with the 

struggles of opening the new exhibit it became a new draw for the public to enjoy and be 

educated on the more factual histories of the Van family. Through the inclusion of new histories 

and the expansion of the fact, the public can connect more to the history and to the importance of 

the site to the region. It was also necessary to include the history of slavery and women into the 

site’s interpretation to help explain how James Vann lived his life and to educate the public on a 

more factual basis of the family and not solely on the achievements that brought Vann and his 

family fortune.  

The Vann House did not face a tremendous amount of backlash for not presenting the 

fullest history of the family, but the staff worked diligently to increase the amount of history 

interpreted. Miles’ work clarifies how historic sites chose to interpret the best of their owners 

lives and chose to not interpret any wrongdoing or unfortunate history. Her work is also excellent 

in representing how the public opinion can alter with the sites history as long as it is to its truest 

point. Historic sites across the nation should strive to explain all of their history, whether it is bad 

or good, to represent the factual parts of their past. This growth can help influence a site’s 

interpretation and help expand on new subjects to keep the public attendance and interest. 

Expansion for sites in this manner may not be the easiest, but will allow a better understanding 

and grasp of the site, if the public is informed and educated on the true history of the site and not 

only on the history that makes the owners look good. Tiya Miles and her book, whether she 
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planned for this or not, can help educate historic house museums on how to expand their 

interpretations and to represent their history through new interpretations.  

Throughout Miles’ work she traverses the site’s history to its fullest interpretation from 

the records of the site and interprets the history as it should be. Following this she discussed how 

the site represents the history to the public and how it raises James Vann to a celebrity status 

instead of the villain as the actual history shows. Miles was not out to discredit the historic site 

but wished to help alter the interpretation of the site to its more evidence-based form, giving 

insight into how James Vann treated not only his family but his slaves and the people around 

him. Her work has opened the door to other sites altering their interpretations in a manner 

beneficial to the sites and not detrimentally. In essence, Miles became an external alteration to 

the Chief Vann Home and helped alter its interpretation for the better. This illustrates how even 

one person’s opinion can change a sites interpretation forever and allow for a fuller 

understanding of historic sites. Tipton-Haynes has worked within these same confines as the site 

has recently added the slave and women’s tours. These tours still tend to represent the Tipton and 

Haynes families in a celebrity way but does give credence to how these men and women were 

treated by their husbands and masters.   

Many national and historical movements can be seen influencing Tipton-Haynes in the 

same manner, especially the connection to the public, slave history, and women’s history. 

Through these influences it can be seen that many sites across the nation are struggling but 

continually try to advance their interpretations into one or all of these public desires. Tipton-

Haynes being no different than many of the struggling sites has faced hardships that have 

negatively influenced or limited the site's interpretation but have also had numerous positive 
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influence that altered the interpretation by expanding the Association’s understanding of the 

site’s owners to create a more equal interpretation of all the site’s inhabitants.  
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION 

 

Tipton-Haynes has had a complicated history representing and interpreting the Tipton, 

Haynes, and Simerly families at the site from its conception in 1965 but has strived to accurately 

interpret the families to their fullest extent over time. This can be seen through the histories of 

the families stored in the archives at Tipton-Haynes. To recapture the site’s history and how the 

interpretation has changed the history of Tipton-Haynes becomes imperative to know to its 

fullest point. Colonel John Tipton first moved to North Carolina in 1784 and built his log 

structured home in its current location that same year. It was 25” X 30” and housed his sons 

young enough to still be living at home. During his move south, an uprising of a group known as 

the Franklinites began pushing for the formation of the State of Franklin comprised of all 

western lands of North Carolina. This attempt to create the fourteenth state failed due partly to 

the lack of support from Colonel John Tipton. A battle ensued on the property of Tipton-Haynes 

over the theft of slaves from proclaimed governor John Sevier’s home and stored in the basement 

kitchen at the Tipton farm, but as Sevier lost the battle for his belongings, he lost the State of 

Franklin with it. This did not end the story of Colonel Tipton as he became a prominent member 

of the Territory South of the River Ohio and a member of the House of Representatives for the 

new state of Tennessee in 1796. After retirement from public life he began to dedicate most of 

his time into his racehorses and town life in Jonesborough. After years of serving in the Virginia, 

North Carolina, and Tennessee legislatures Colonel Tipton passed away in 1813, bequeathing the 

home to his seventh son of ten, John Tipton Jr. 

John Tipton Jr., like his father, was heavily involved in politics serving numerous times 

as a state house of representative member and once as state senator. He moved into the Tipton-

Haynes home around 1817 and began altering the home to a colonial style farmhouse, which 
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added a sitting room, new bedroom, windows, and two feet to the second-floor ceiling. John 

Tipton Jr. had nine children, three of which inherited the home in 1831 after he passed away in 

Nashville. The home then was sold by the heirs in 1837 to David and Rhoda Haynes, neither of 

which lived in the home but bought the property as a wedding gift for their oldest son Landon 

Carter Haynes and his new bride Eleanor Powell Haynes. They married around 1839 and moved 

into the home that same year.  

After moving into the home, the two quickly began altering the home into its current 

Greek revival style by adding the ell of the home and a portico over the front porch. Landon 

Carter Haynes held many jobs including a lawyer and the Confederate Senator for the State of 

Tennessee. He represented his constituencies throughout his lifetime though as a state senator 

and house member as well. After serving in the Confederate government most of Haynes’ 

possessions were taken from him including his home that was sold multiple times over the 

coming years. Haynes continued his life in Memphis Tennessee where he reopened his law 

practice eventually passing of a stroke in 1875.  

The home, after exchanging a few different owners, was rented and eventually purchased 

by Sarah Simerly the niece of Landon Carter Haynes. She, her husband, and two sons, lived in 

the home until each of their passing, last of which in 1962. The two sons Samuel and Lawson 

were confronted by the Tennessee Historical Commission in regard to purchasing the home in 

hopes of saving it and turning it into a historic house museum. They eventually agreed on terms 

to sell the property to the state and retained life rights to the house. With both their passing in 

1962 the home officially became under the ownership of the state. After the formation of the 

Tipton-Haynes Historical Association in 1965 much of the restoration of the site began and 

interpretation began to be formulated.  
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The Association began interpreting the Tipton family, choosing to leave out information 

on the Haynes family and their involvement of the site by stating that most of the buildings 

around the site were constructed by the Tipton family. In the beginning this was believed to be 

true but through detailed research in 2008 it was discovered to be false. The Association 

continued to interpret the site to its fullest potential of the Tipton family through tours, school 

fieldtrips, audio cassettes, and events, but under the directorship of Penny McLaughlin the 

inclusion in and alteration of the interpretation of the site began to take place. These alterations 

were not taken lightly as the site faced major changes to its history over the years of 

McLaughlin’s leadership, to overcome years of representing only half truths. She fought for the 

inclusion of histories never told onsite and fought to alter the interpretation to its fullest and most 

truthful point based on research. She succeeded in this endeavor and therefore the much-needed 

interpretation of the Haynes family was added.  

Through the history of Tipton-Haynes State Historic Site to the modern-day 

interpretation of the site and the grounds, Tipton-Haynes strives to remain true to its 

interpretation. This desire to educate the public of the truth around Colonel John Tipton, John 

Tipton Jr., Landon Carter Haynes, and the Simerly family continually push the staff of Tipton-

Haynes to research further and dig deeper into the past to grasp a fuller and diverse history of 

these people and their families. It is necessary to understand how the site has evolved from the 

beginnings of the Association to the modern-day staff who run the site. Changes in staffing and 

board members alter the interpretation as each person understands the history in their own way 

and adds their own influence on the interpretations. Without these influences’ history becomes 

stagnant and stale to the public who desires change and connection to return to a historic house 

museum. Without this connection and enjoyment what is to bring a visitor back and keep the site 
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open. External influences, such as the public, are extremely influential aspects of historic sites. 

Without public visitation, the sites will eventually struggle and close.  

Other influences, such as national representations of people in the Civil Rights 

Movement alter the path of history and the way it is presented. Many sites across the nation 

quickly accepted the change, but others such as Tipton-Haynes, chose to ignore the public 

influence and national movement for another twenty plus years. This hindered the growth and 

interpretation as a building believed to be a slave cabin was removed and the first ever director 

of the site resigned from her position. External influences may not be significant to all sites, but 

throughout the years of Tipton-Haynes many can be seen, adjusting the site’s interpretation and 

expanding the history of the site. Without alterations than a site can never expand to its full 

potential. Though influential growth is welcomed into many historic museums, some growth can 

be detrimental which unfortunately can be seen across the nation and Tipton-Haynes. Under the 

directorship of John Parrish, the site faced major changes to revert back to its origins, when the 

site only interpreted the Tipton family. This had hoped to have been outgrown and the 

interpretation of the site was well established in representing all members of the household, but 

through personal influences and alterations the site began to backtrack to a point that it did not 

need to return. After Parrish left, the site quickly altered back to growth and expansion of 

historical interest.  

Sites, such as Tipton-Haynes, face many challenges from internal and external influences, 

whether they are good or bad, that help to expand the understanding of historic events. In the 

recovery period after Parrish left, the staff preformed new research to renew the interpretation. 

The site is currently working on land deeds, marriage records, and genealogical lines, to help 

explain in more detail the transfer of the home and site across each family. Nothing has come 
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from the information so far but more questions, which allow for more research and expansion of 

understanding. Through this further research, the site hopes to answer the questions around the 

speculations of John Tipton Jr. and Abraham Tipton owning the home as stated in the first few 

chapters. Over time and many hours of dedicated work, the site hopes to expand its history even 

further and alter the interpretation as necessary to continue its goal of educating the public on a 

full and factual interpretation of the Tipton-Haynes home. It is even possible that once this 

research comes to its conclusion and is incorporated into the site’s interpretation that the 

evidence will become obsolete in telling the life stories of the Tipton, Haynes, and Simerly 

families. 

New additions, such as the Walk in our Boots event and the Upper East Tennessee Celtic 

Society, help to expand the site’s history from the Tipton and Haynes families into the 

servicemen and women of this nation, along with the ever expanding history of the Scots-Irish 

people that helped settle this western most land during the times of the Tipton family. Alterations 

and changes such as these have been explained by several historians and authors as a growing 

necessity to the public that becomes disinterested in one particular part of history and opens the 

interpretation to new aspects by including new histories and educational material. Tipton-Haynes 

will continue to expand and alter its path to remain relevant with the public as long as it remains 

within the confines of its goals to educate the public on the site’s true history and owners  

The interpretation of the Tipton-Haynes State Historic Site is based off many pieces of 

materials, mostly held within the Mary Hardin McCown Archives on site. Through these 

archives’ history can continually be stored and researched by anyone who wishes to understand a 

more in-depth lifestyle of the families that lived on site and to help understand how these lives 

helped influence the people of this region, state, and nation. Through the work done by the site 
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staff and Association members, the growing interest in the site and connectivity to its history can 

be seen through the expansion of the public knowledge and visitation to the site. Tipton-Haynes 

has strived to incorporate many of the external influences that various authors and historians 

have discussed in their books to help keep sites, such as this one, open and relevant to the public. 

Tipton-Haynes takes every alteration seriously and weighs it against pros and cons to determine 

if it will alter the path of the site in a negative or positive way and eventually making a decision. 

Through this process the site has implemented new tours, research, and events to help the people 

see the site not just as a place to learn of the Tipton, Haynes and Simerly families but as a site 

that can help one grasp and connect to the past through the history of the site, region, state, and 

nation through many different aspects and eras. Tipton-Haynes is using the internal and external 

influences that affect it to update the interpretation, hold the site to the most accurate history 

known, and keep the site viable to and inviting to the public.   
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